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List and Description 
of Named Cultivars 
in the 
Genus Penstemon 
(2006) 
Dale T. Lindgren 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Introduction 
The "International Cultivar Registration Authority" has the 
responsibility of maintaining a list of cultivar names for a specific genus or 
group(s) of plants. The American Penstemon Society (APS) is the official 
"Registrar" for Penstemon cultivar names. 
The December 1956 issue of the Bulletin of the APS included the first 
list of 55 Penstemon named selections compiled by Mrs. A.E. Boyrie. In the 
December, 1971 issue of the Bulletin of the APS, Ralph Bennett published 
the second updated list of 178 Penstemon names. The third updated list of 
Penstemon cultivar names, by Lindgren and Davenport, was published in 
1992 with over 400 names. 
This 2006 publication is the fourth updated list of Penstemon cultivar 
names and contains over 900 names. The information in this publication 
includes the Penstemon cultivar/variety/hybrid name, its description and 
parentage, if known, and the source of the information, if known. The 
information is based on the most reliable source available. Please bring any 
omissions or needed corrections to our attention so they can be included in 
the next edition of this publication. We also encourage anyone who releases 
a Penstemon cultivar to register it with the APS (see Appendix 3). This 
publication includes names registered with the APS as well as names that are 
unregistered. Registered names are found in Appendix 2. 
Sources of information used in this publication are found in Appendix 
1. It is projected that a companion publication will be available in the future 
with Penstemon names that primarily occurred before 1900. 
I would like to acknowledge Peter James (deceased) for his part in 
encouraging the completion of this updated list. His book, in conjunction 
with David Way, helped make this publication possible. 
0 The Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
Cultivar 
'Abberley' 
'Abbeydalc Blue' 
'Abbotsmerry' 
'Adam , 
'ADS-114-7' 
'Agnes Laing' 
'Agog ' 
'Alba' 
'Albiflorus' 
'Albus' 
'Albus' 
2 
List and Description 
of Named Cultivars 
in the Genus Penstemon 
(2006) 
Description 
Lobes deep magenta with 
pure white throat. Introduced 
by Perhill Nurseries, 
England in 1994. 
No description available. 
No description available. 
Tiny leafed 1~ dnvidsonii 
from Mt. Adam. 
A selection out of the Scharf 
hybrids. Alan Scharf. Roy 
Davidson. 
Carmine colors with silvery 
white throat. Believed to be 
oldest European hybrid still 
in cultivation. Raised by 
Downie, Larrd and Laid 
before 1870. 
Source of Information 1/ 
Way & James, 1998, 
p. 102. 
2001 RHS Plant Finder. 
2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
1975 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
APS Bull. No. 43-1, 
1984, p. 14. 
Way & James, 1998, 
pp. 102-103. 
A 1~ fruticosus var. scouleri APS Bull. No. 21, 
plant, about 6-8 inches high 1962, p. 45. 
and 12 inches across. Flowers 
are lavender and unique for 
their wide-open throat. 
Roy Davidson. 
A white flowered form of APS Bull. No.6, 
P fruticosus. 1948, p. 7. 
A form of P clutei. Hortus Ill, 1976, p. 839. 
A white form of P barbntus. Way and James, 1998, 
p. 70. 
APS Bull. No. 52-1, 
1993, p. 74. 
A white flowered form of APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
1~ cardwellii. 1990, p. 8. 
;J 'J'hc Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
- =f=-- - -- -==~~===~=~== 
Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Albus' P confertus. Listed as 'Albus' APS Bull. No. 52-1, 
but it's really cream-yellow, 1993, p. 53. 
not white. Ellen Wilde. 
'Albus' A white flowered form of Hortus III, 1976, p. 839. 
I~ davidsonii. 
'Albus' A white flowered form of Index Hortensis, 1989, 
1~ ji-uticosus ssp. scouleri. p. 381. Way & James, 
1998, p. 65. 
'Albus' A white flowered form of Hortus Ifl, 1976, p. 840. 
P grandijlorus. 
'Albus ' A white form of J~ hartwegii. Way & )ames, 1998, 
pp. 17 & 79. 
'Albus' P hirsutus var. pygnweus. No date or other 
Mentioned as a superior information available. 
clone by Vaclav Plestil of 
Czechoslovakia. His seed 
came from \1\ianda Lahmann, 
Oregon. 
'Albus' A form of 1~ davidsonii var. Saxton & Wilson 
menziesii. Compact growth Nursery. No other 
with ovate, dark yellow- information available. 
green leaves and wax white 
flowers. 
'Albus' A white flowered form of APS Bull. No. 51- 1, 
1~ procerus ssp. tolmiei. 1992,p. 11. 
Betty Davenport. 
'Albus' A white flowered form of 2004/05 RHS Plant 
1~ rupicola. Finder. 
'Albus' A white flowered form of Hortus III, 1976, p. 842. 
P serrulatus. 
'Alexander Mitchell' A large-flower scarlet hybrid APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
of unknown parentage. p. 92. 
Listed in Herbaceous 
Borders by Richard Sudell, 
London, 1938. 
'Alice Casson No description available. 1973 APS Seed 
Hybrids' Exchange List. 
4) The Board of Regents oft he University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 3 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Alice Handley ' A form of 1~ barbatus with APS Bull. No. I 5, 1956, 
soft mauve and white p. 7. 
flowers. May be misspelling Way & James, 1998, 
for 'Alice Hindley'. p. 103. 
'Alice I1indley' Flower color is violet with Way & James, 1998, 
white throat. Erect to 4 feet. p. 103. Ornamental Plant 
Introduced by Forbes in Cultivars in Australia. 
1931. Misapplied names are website: www.plantcultivar. 
Handly, Lindley & Hind lip. info/descriptions. 
'Alia glow' Sold by Interstate Nurseries. APS Bull. No. 24, 1966, 
No description available. p. 202. 
'Alpenglow ' A form of P. 11ewberryi with APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
pink flowers. An erect plant p. 92. 
with ovate, lightly glaucous 
leaves. Notable in that it is 
secund, heavy blooming in 
mid-summer. Michaud. 
'Aipenglow' Form A larger growing P. newberryi, APS Bull. No. 21, 1962, 
8-12 inches high and 15-18 p. 45. 
inches across with leaves of 
usual shape and color and 
soft pink flowers. 
Continuously in bloom 
from May to November. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Amethyst' A color variation of 1~ APS Bull. No. 15, 1956, 
fi'uticosus var. scouleri. p. 8. 
'Amy Gray' No description available. 2002 RHS Plant Finder. 
'Andenken an Anton No description available. Way & James, 1998, p. 58. 
Purpus' Believed to be introduced 
by Herman Wartmann. 
'Andenken an A hybrid of 1~ hartwegii x P. Way & james, 1998, 
Friedrich Hahn' cobaea made in Switzerland p. 103. 
('Garnet') many years ago. Large bell-
shaped flower, purplish red 
with no white in the throat. 
Deep green leaves with tufts 
of smaller leaves in the axils. 
Not hardy in very cold 
climates. One of the most 
successful cultivars. 
4 @The Board of Regents oft he University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Informf!tion 
'Annual Giant' A "Gloxinioides" type with APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
an extraordinary range of p. 92. 
hue, tone and markings. 
Blooms freely from early 
sown seed. Listed by 
Pearce, 1956. 
'Anza Hybrid' Probably 6-om Myrtle APS Bull. No. 40-2, 
Hebert's California garden in 1981, p. 56. 
Anza, CA. George Yingling. 
'Apple Blossom ' Two types reported, one with Way & )ames, 1998, 
smaller and one with larger pp. 103-104. 
f1owers. Pink and white 
distinct cult.ivar. 18 inches 
tall, blooms Jul-Sept. Goes 
back to at least 1951 by 
MacPenny Nursery, probably 
earlier. 
'Arctic Sunrise ' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Perhill Nurseries. 
'Arctic Sunset' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Perhill Nurseries. 
'Arlington Hybrid' A hybrid of P hirsutus APS Bull. No. 15, 1956, 
crossed with either P. p. 7. 
canescens or J~ /Jrevisepalus. 
Larger than either parent, 
very f1oriferous, with 
reddish violet flowers. 
Ralph Bennett. 
'Arroyo' 'Prairie Fire' x P card ina/is. APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
(APS Reg. #6902) A 'Flathead Lake Hybrid' p. 92. 
with red f1owers and high 1969 APS Registrar. 
resistance to disease. Will 
take sun and dry weather. 
Glenn Viehmeyer release. 
'Ashton' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Astley' Pale version of 'Mother of Way & James, 1998, 
Pearl'. Introduced by Perhill p. 104. 
Nurseries in 1994. 
'Audrey Cooper ' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
(<J The Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 5 
-Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Avalon Hybrid' P. murrayam1s x 1~ APS Bull. No. 15, 1956, 
grandiflorus hybrid, much p. 7. 
like 'Fate Hybrid'. Sold by 
Pearce. 
'Axe Valley Bicton No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Beauty' Shirley Reynolds. 
'Axe Valley Deans No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Damson ' Shirley Reynolds. 
'Axe Valley Jessica' Immense flowers with white Susan Grayer, RHS. 
and reddish--pink lobes. 
Grows to 24 inches tall. 
'Jessica' is named for a dog. 
'Axe Valley Mabel No description available. 2006 RHS Online 
Alice' Plant Finder. 
'Axe Valley Penny No description available. 2004/05 RHS 
Mitchell' Shirley Reynolds. Plant Finder. 
Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Axe Valley Pixie' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Entwood Ram Plants, Finder, p. 529. 
Dorser, England. 
'Axe Valley Suzie' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Aztec Gem' P campanulatus. Susan Grayer, lU--IS. 
'Azure Blue' A form of P.fruticosus. APS Bull. No. 21, 
Myrtle Hebert. 1962, p. 77. 
'Azure Mist' A near white form of P APS Bull. No. 21, 
fruticosus var. scouleri. 1962, p. 77. 
'Azurea' A form of 1~ fruticosus var. APS Bull. No. 31, 
scouleri but larger in all its 1972, p. 45. 
parts. Silvery lilac blue 
flowers, sharply toothed, 
linear leaves, grayish green, 
10-12 inches high, 15-18 
inches across. Never layers. 
Listed by Lamb's Nursery. 
'Baby Face' 1~ subserratus selection. APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
Flowers pink, with tinge of 1998, p. 4. 
blue at edge of lips. 
Bruce Meyers. 
6 ")The Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Baby Firecrackers' A selection of P pinifolius High Country Gardens, 
with scarlet flowers. 2005 online catalog. 
'Baby Lips' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
'T\vo Jays Alpines, Finder, p. 844. 
Bedfordshire, England. 
'Baja' Unidentified Fasciculus from APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
Baja, Mexico. From APS Seed 1998, p. 4. 
Exchange. Bruce Meyers. 
'Bandera' A form of P strictus released HortScience, 1982, 
by Las Lunas New Mexico 17:683. 
Plant Material Center, 
New Mexico. 
'Barbara Barker' Cerise and white, large Way & James, 1998, 
flowers. Introduced in 1987 p. 104. 
by Hopley's Nursery, 
England. 
'Barbara Hope' A large red and white New Illustrated 
flowered bedding type plant. Encyclopedia of 
Gardening, Vol. 8., 
1960,p.1417. 
'Bashful' A selection with salmon, APS Bull. No. 37, 
shark's head flowers about 1978, p. 55. 
12 inches tall. Appears to be 
a .. E barbatus hybrid. George 
Yingling. 
'Beaumont House' No description available. Personal communication 
with Ellen Wilde. 
'Beautiful Blue' Blue flowers. Thompson & Morgan, 
2005 online catalog. 
'Beckett's Strain I An old strain from which Way & James, 1998, 
'Rubicund us' was reported p. 130. 
to have come. Named after 
Edwin Beckett. 
'Beckford' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder. 
Horticulture, Worcestershire, Mews Cottage, 2005. 
UK. 
QJ The Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska .. All rights reserved .. 7 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Beech Park' Similar to 'Barbara Barker' in Way & James, 1998, 
having smaller flowers. p. 104. 
Introduced in 1991. 
'Best' P Ji"uticosus selection, 8-inch 1993 APS Seed 
tall foliage and flower stems Exchange List. 
16 inches. Lynn Woods. 
'Betty D' Designated name by Eric APS Bull. No. 54-2, 
Horton of a seedling from 1995, p. 63. 
seed sent to him by Betty 
Davenport. 
'Bev Jensen ' Rosy velvet lips, broad mid- Joy Creek Nursery, 
green foliage. 3 feet tall. 2000 catalog, p. 48. 
'Big Hybrid Mix' Louise Parsons' contribution 2005 APS Seed 
to seed exchange. No Exchange List. 
description available. 
'Big Red' 1~ barbatus hybrid, 12-30 Sunscapes Rare Plant 
inches tall. Dark pink Nursery, 1998 
f1owers. catalog. 
'Birch Park' No description available. APS Seed Fund 
May be a misnomer for Questionnaire, 1990. 
'Beech Park'. Dacus, Ireland. 
'Bisham Seedling' A synonym for 'White Way & James, 1998, 
Bedder' and also a small p. 104. 
version of 'Barbara Barker'. 
'Bitterroot Hybrid' 1~ lyallii x P ellipticus origin. APS Bull No. 21, 
Seldom comes into Hower 1962, p. 47. 
until late fall and has only APS Bull. No. 30, 
curiosity value. As erect as l971,p.92. 
P lyallii but with leaves as 
P ellipticus. Semi-herbaceous. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Blackbird' Slender tall plant, dark Way & James, 1998, 
burgundy f1owers that tend pp. I 05-106. 
to remain tubular & not 2004/05 RHS 
open out at the lips. Striking Plant Finder. 
reddish stems. Broad leaves. 
3 feet x 3 feet. Ron Sidwell, 
Eversham, England. 
'Blewitt Pass' First mentioned as a low, APS Bull. No. 9, 
blue plant, probably a l95l,p.l65. 
Dasanthera. Mrs. H.H. Miller. 
8 @The Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Blue Beclcler ' A horticultural form of APS Bull. No. 6, 
I~ heterophyllus. Clara Banes. 1948, p. 17. 
'Blue Bird' A 1~ fi"uticosus x 1~ davidsonii APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
natural hybrid. Blue lavender 1948, p. 4. 
flowers. Bruce Meyers. 
'Hlue Buckle' 1~ virgatus selection. )elitto Fairweather Gardens, 
2002 introduction. 2004 catalog. 
'Blue Eye' A form of J~ heterophyllus. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 158. 
'Blue Fountain ' A form of P heterophyllus. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Finder, p. 530. 
'Blue Gem ' A form of J~ heterophyllus APS Bull. No. 46--2, 
reported to have a purplish 1987, p. 43. 
flower on a low flat-topped Way & james, 1998, 
bush. p. 74. 
'Blue King' No description available. Index Hortensis, 
1989, p. 382. 
'Blue Midnight' Dark purple blue flowers. joy Creek Nursery, 
21/z feet tall and 3 feet wide. 2000 catalog, p. 48. 
'Blue Mink' A selection from a hybrid APS Bull. No. 21, 
swarm of J~ rupicola x 1962, p. 78. 
1~ fruticosus at Keechelus 
Lake. Nearly J~ rupicola-
type flowers that arc rosy 
purple. Leaves are gray in 
summer. Leaves and stems arc 
edged with a fine red line. 
Roy Davidson. 
Blue Mist A general name for P virens. 
'Blue Robin' A form of P heterophyllus. Way & )ames, 
Raised by Ron Sidwell, 1960. 1998, p. 106. 
'Blue Skies' A form of P cardwellii Siskiyou Rare Plant 
selected and distributed by Nursery, 1986 catalog. 
Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery. 
Light bluish flowers and 
medium green leaves. 
;;) The Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 9 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Blue Spring(s)' Listed as both P. barbatus APS Bull. No. 43-1, 
and J~ heterophyllus. P. 1984, p. ll. 
heterophyllus type is twiggy Way & )ames, 1998, 
and has grayish leaves. p. 74. 
Vivid blue flowers but buds 
are cobalt green. 
'Blue of Zurich' A form of J~ heterophyllus, APS Bull. No. 30, 
described as having brilliant 1971) p. 92. 
gentian blue flowers in 
whorls on thin stalks 
covered with fine leaves. 
Park Seed Company. 
'Bluet' A form of 1~ serrulatus with APS Bull. No. 21, 
glossy leaves. '!()!crates 1962, p. 79. 
shade. Myrtle Hebert. 
'Bob Myers' A 5-inch unidentified species APS Bull. No.7, 
form with blue flowers. 1950, p. 14. 
Mrs. lzetta Renton. 
'Bodnant' Tubes reddish-violet to Way & James, 1998, 
purple with white throat. p. 106. 
Perhill Nursery, 1992. 
'Bouquet Mixture' Unknown species. Offered Suttons Seeds. 
by Suttons' Catalog. 
Described as numerous 
flowers completely 
encircling the stem. Colors 
include shades of blue, pink, 
red and violet, height 
11/z feet. 
'Bow Jensen ' Reported by Jack Goertzen. APSBull.No.51-l, 
1992, p. 13. 
'Breakleys Blue' 'Mexicali' hybrid seedling APS Bull. No. 65-l, 
(APS Reg. #0402) with sky blue tube and white 2000, p. 49. 
throat. Registered with APS 2004 APS Registrar. 
in November, 2004. John 
Lee, Froggery Cottage, 
England. 
'Bredon' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder. Mews 
Horticulture, Worcestershire, Cottage, 2005. 
UK. 
10 «J The Board of the Univcrsit y of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Breiten Bush' A hybrid from a Dasanthera APS Bull. No. 21, 
colony at Breitenbush Lake, 1962, p. 44. 
OR. Leaflike I~ davidsonii 
with a few of P. cardwellii's 
teeth, small and in scale with 
the plant, which is about 3-4 
inches high and 8-20 inches 
across. Roy Davidson. 
'Breitenbush Blue' A I~ cardwcllii x P. davidsonii APS Bull. No. 32, 
hybrid from Breitenbush Lake, 1973, p. 108. 
Oregon Cascades. APS Bull. No. 49- .I, 
1990, p. 8. 
'Breiten brush' No documentation available. 
May be a misnomer for 
'Breiten bush Blue'. 
'Bridget's White' No description available. Way & James, 1998, 
1997 RHS Plant Finder. p. 153. 
'Brilliant' Cinnabar red with a Way & )ames, 1998, 
contrasting white throat. p. 58. 
Swiss source attributed to 
either Vogt or Frikart. 
'Bristol Purple' A name applied to a form APS Bull. No. 30, 
of I~ barbatus. Ralph Dec. 1971, p. 93. 
Bennett's list. 
'Broken Top' A form of J~ davidsonii var. Siskiyou Rare Plant 
menziesii, 4 inches x 18 Nursery, 1991 catalog. 
inches, in the Cascade Bosky Dell Natives, 
Mountains of eastern 2005 online plant list. 
Oregon. A very low 
spreading plant that 
colonizes by self-laying. 
Tbothed leaves with no 
die-back and rich purple 
flowers. Also listed as a 
general name for P. procerus. 
'Broken 'lbp A form of P. davidsonii var. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Mountain I 1nenziesii. Might be the same p. 106. 
as 'Broken Tbp'. 
'Bruce Alexander' A form of 1~ caespitosus, 1991 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #91 01) named for a past chairman 
of the Denver Botanic 
Gardens' Board of Directors. 
11 
! Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Bruce Meyers Probably refers to the Numerous references. 
Mexicans' 'Mexicali' and 'Mexicana' 
hybrids developed by 
Bruce Meyers. 
'Bryantae' A chance cross between P APS Bull. No. 7, 
spcctabilis and P palmeri. 1947, p. 47. 
Lovely deep pink flowers 
produced abundantly on 
stems 2-3 feet tall. Percy 
Everett. 
'Burford Purple' Similar to 'Burgundy'. Way & James, 1998, 
Probably originated in a p. 106. 
garden in Burford, England. 
'Burford Seedling ' Original name for Way & James, 1998, 
'Burgundy'. p. 106. 
'Burford White' Synonym for 'White Way & James, 1998, 
Bedder'. p. 138. 
'Burgundy' A Ralph Bennett seedling APS Bull. No. 27, 
with flathead shape flowers, 1 968, p. 123. 
medium size, non-secund 
inflorescence, 12-1 8 inches 
high. 
'Burgundy Brew' Plants 1-3 feet tall. Burgundy El Nativo Growers 
flowers, white throat. Inc., 2005 online 
catalog. 
'Burnt Orange' 1~ hartwegii. 3 feet tall. An Oregon '])·ail Gardens 
abundance of sunset orange- Catalog, 1998. 
red flowers above evergreen 
bushy leaves. 
'Burpee's Giants' Described as having long Burpee, 1986 catalog. 
spikes with trumpet-shaped 
pink, rose, scarlet, crimson 
and purple blooms in June-
July. About 2 feet in height. 
'Calit~Jrnia Blue A horticultural form of P APS Bull. No. 6, 
Bedder' heterophyllus. 1948, p. 7. 
'Cambridge Mixture' A form of 1~ barbatus. 12 Chiltern Seeds, 1994. 
or 'Cambridge Mixed' inches tall. Mixed colors. Thompson & Morgan, 
2005 online website. 
'Candy Cane' Peppermint stick pink. Judy APS Bull. No. 48-2, 
Wigand. Nell Backus. 1992, p. 92. 
12 «J The Board of Regent> of the University of Nebraska. All rights reserved. 
Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Candy Pink' A misnomer of 'Old Candy Way & )ames, 1998, 
Pink'. p. 122. 
'Captain Penwall' A bedding type plant with New Illustrated 
large bright red flowers. Encyclopedia of 
Gardening, 1960, 
p. 1417. 
'Cardinal' Collected from a hybrid APS Bull. No. 21, 
swarm of 1~ rupicola x P 1962, p. 46. 
cardwellii. This one is like a 
smaller, grayer E cardwellii 
but with red flowers-a very 
nice plant, of good habit, to 
12 inches high and as much 
across. Roy Davidson. 
'Carman's' In a report by Connie Estes, APS Bull. No. 53-2, 
Santa Paula, CA. No 1994, p. 26. 
description available. 
'Carman's Choice' A selection of P Way & )ames, 1998, 
lleterophyllus. p. 73. 
'Carnival' A clone of J~ cardwel/ii with APS Bull. No. 30, 
many variegated shoots. 1971' p. 93. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Carol' A Bruce Meyers' selection of APS Bull. No. 29, 
E rupicola x 1~ fi'uticosus. 1970, p. 56. 
'Carolie I Selection from 68-8, 'Carol' x 1972 APS Seed 
'Martha Raye'. Beautiful coral. Exchange List. 
Listed by Bruce Meyers. 
'Caroline' Selection from 'Carol' x 1975 APS Seed 
'Martha Raye'. Exchange List. 
'Carolyn' A form of J~ cardwellii, 8 Siskiyou Rare Plant 
inches tall x 18 inches wide. Nursery, 1991 catalog. 
Discovered by jerry Colley. APS Bull. No. 51-1, 
A large plant with big 1992, p. 15. 
f1owers of pastel blush pink. 
'Carolyn Orr' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Cascades' Series Intersectional cross of APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
Humiles and Saccanthera 1998, p. 11. 
from Bruce Meyers. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Case Giant' or A large form of P digitalis. APS Bull. No. 34, 
'Case's Giant White' Holmgram, 1971. 1975, p. 83. 
1973 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
'Case's Yellow' A yellow flowered selection APS Bull. No. 55-2, 
of P confertus. 1996, p. 7. 
'Casson Hybrids' Reddish-rose colored APS Bull. No. 31, 
flowers. Plants about 2 feet 1972, p. 74. 
tall. Shirley Backman. 
'Castle Forbes' A "Gloxinioides" type. Has APS Bull. No. 34, 
large handsome flowers of 1971,p.93. 
glowing scarlet and a clear Mews Cottage, 2005. 
white center. A profuse, long 
bloomer. Also listed as a P 
barbatus hybrid. Listed by 
Pearce, 1956. Forbes, 1925. 
'Castwellian Ilybrid' A low growing shrub with Morning Glory 
round, serrated leaves and Farms. 
non-secund inflorescence, 
white flowers. 
'Cathedral Rose' No description available. Le Jardin de Beatrice 
2005. website: 
jardinierc.nct. 
'Cathedral Rose Hot' Rose colored flowers. Ball Horticultural 
Grows to 24 inches tall. Company. website: 
www.simplybeautiful 
gardens. com. 
'Catherine de Ia Marc' A form of P heterophyllus. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 73. 
'Cedar' A selection of J~ palmeri. Rangelands, 1988, 
10(1):163-164. 
'Centra' Red flowers. Lower lobes Way & James, 1998, 
with irregular edges and p. 107. 
bluntly pointed. Kermack, 
Saltash, Cornwall, 1994. 
'Cerise Kissed' Vibrant rosy red lips with a Joy Creek Nursery 
pure white throat. Catalog, 1999. 
'Charles Rudd' Purple and white flowers. Way & James, 1998, 
Raised by Charles Rudel p. 107. 
before 1962. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Charming' The plant was offered by APS Bull. No. 21, 
Lamb as I~ fruticosus. The 1962, p. 46. 
leaf would indicate it to be a 
var. scouleri. Beautiful large 
flowers of pure baby ribbon 
pink. It is 15 inches or more 
high and 2 feet across and 
layers freely. Rangy and 
suffers from dieback. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Chelone Hybrid' Listed by Nevada Schmidt as APS Bull. No. 14, 
being in Barbati and hardy in 1955, p. 324. 
Wisconsin over several years. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956,p.7. 
'Cheri' Pink and red forms of J~ APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
cardwellii. Bruce Meyers. 1998, p. 3. 
'Cherry' Red tubular flowers and Way & James, 1998, 
strong growth. Similar to p. 107. 
'Cherry Ripe' & 'Windsor 
Red'. John Kelly, 1989. 
'Cherry Belle' Closely related to 'Garnet'. A Way & James, 1998, 
source in Nottinghamshire, p. 107. 
England, 1995. 
'Cherry Bird' A large flowered hybrid type. APS Bull. No. 4, 
1947,p.115. 
'Cherry Glow ' A large flowered hybrid type. APS Bull. No. IS, 
Offered by Marx of Boring, 1956, p. 8. 
OR, 1961. 
'Cherry Ripe' Tubes and lobes rosine. Ron Way & James, 
Sidwell, Evesham, England, 1998, pp. 107-108. 
1955. 
'Cherry Time' A "Gloxinioides" type. Jack APS Seed Fund 
Goertzen. Questionnaire, 1990. 
'Chester' Probably short for 'Chester Way & James, 1998, 
Scarlet'. p. 108. 
'Chester Scarlet' Large flowers with bright New Illustrated 
crimson lobes and white Encyclopedia of 
throat. Barrs of England, Gardening, 1960, 
1922. p. 1417. Way & James, 
1998, p. 108. 
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'Chica' A selection of P barbatus Way & James, 1991:\, 
that differs little fi·om p. lOR. 
the species. 
'Chocolate Drop(s)' A dark flowered form of Greensgarden, 2005 
P. wl1ippleamts. online catalog. 
'Choir Boy' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Claret' A P comprmulatus hybrid. 1969 APS Seed 
Mackaness. Exchange List. 
'Claude Barr' A form of 1~ caespitosus. APS Bull. No. 47-1, 
Same as 'Denver Botanical 19RR, p. 19. 
Garden'. 
'Cloud Barr' See 'Claude Barr'. 
Misspelling? 
'Clowesii' Believed to be a selection of Way & James, 1991:\, 
1~ gentianoides in circulation p. 22. 
before I R50. 
'Coaldale' No description available. APS Bull. No. 47-2, 
191:\8, p. 38. 
'Coccineum' Either a small leaved J~ APS Bull. No. 21, 
rupico/a or a hybrid with 1962, p. 42. 
mostly 1~ rupicola characters. 
A tiny gray mat, about half 
the scale of usual P. rupicola 
-brilliant rose red flowers, 
glaucous leaves. More of a 
form than a cultivar. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Coccineus' Apparently pure J~ rupicola. APS Bull. No. 20, 
A hee branching mat plant 1961,p.90. 
of close packed twigs and 
smallish leaves with flowers 
of a deep crimson red. 
I .is ted as a P. barbatus 
species in The Plant Finder. 
'Comberton' No description available. 2004/05 RHS 
Plant Finder. 
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'Compactum' I~ pinifolius form. A choice Alplains Nursery 
dwarf selection. Diminutive Catalog, 1998. 
shrublets with needle-like 
leaves barely over V1 inch 
long. Compact racemes of 
red-orange, especially 
showy in front of blue-
flowered perennials. 
'Connie's Pink' Suspected cross of 'Hidcote ' 1994 AI'S Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #9401) x 'Hewits Pink'. Rumah Kita, 
Bedficld, England. 
Submitted by Ivan Dickens. 
'Continental' Bruce Meyers' hybrid P APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
hirs11111s xI~ smallii xI~ 1998, p. 5. 
richardsonii. 
'Conwy Lilac' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Conwy Rose' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Coral' Probably a general name Mountain States 
given to J~ superlms. Wholesale Nursery, 
2005 online catalog. 
'Coral Gem' A form of P barbatus. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 7. 
'Coral Kissed' Coral pink on lips and pure Joy Creek Nursery, 
white throat. 2000 catalog. 
'Coral Pink' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Coral Sea' A rose and white bicolor Way & James, 1998, 
bred for large pot culture. p. 108. 
Released in 1998 and raised 
by A.T. Yates & Son. 
'Corbett Mexican Mentioned by Faith APS Bull. No. 28 , 
Hybrids' Mackaness. Said to have 1969, p. 65. 
large bells. May refer to 
Corbett, OR. 
'Cottage Garden Red' A synonym of 'Windsor Way & James, 1998, 
Red'. p. 108. 
'Countess of Dalkeith' A form of P barbatus. APS Bull. No. 15, 1956, 
Forbes, 1923. p. 7. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
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'Crac's Delight' I~ campanulatus. Collected APS Bull. No. 65-1, 
(APS Reg. #050 I) plant north of Creel in the p. 50. 
Copper Canyon in North 2005 APS Registrar. 
Mexico in November 1999. 
Corolla color is purple. Plant 
3 feet tall. Flowers July to 
August. 'Ibm Hart Dyke. 
'Craigieburn Chenille' No description provided. Way & James, 1998, 
1995 RHS Plant Finder. p. 153. 
'Craigieburn Tilffeta' No description provided. Way & James, 1998, 
2004 IU1:S Plant Finder. p. 153. 
'Creeping 'fhelma' A form of 1~ davidsonii APS Bull. No. 38-1, 
var. menziesii. 1979, p. 8. 
'Crideri' A hybrid of P APS Bull. No. 15, 
pseudospecta/Jilis xI~ 1956, p. 8. 
eatonii var. exsertus or 
P eatonii var. undosus. 
'Crofton Seedling' Listed on Jack Goertzen's Jack Goertzen. 
plant list. !Iis source came 
from Lillian Champion, 
Yucaipa, CA. (Crofton is a 
college in Yucaipa). 
'Crushed Grapes' Spikes of large purple Terra Nova Nurseries. 
flowers. Compact plant website: 
growth, plant habit 9 inches www. terra n ovan u rseries. 
by 13 inches wide. com. 
Introduced by Terra Nova 
Nurseries. 
'Crystal' Bruce Meyers' hybrid, 1~ APS Bull. No. 35, 
(APS Reg #7701) barreuiae x P cardwellii ssp. 1976, p. 94. 
a/bus, introduced by Dr. 1977 APS Registrar. 
Robert Armstrong, 
Longwood Gardens. 
Described as a hardy, 
compact bush that bears 
multitudes of translucent 
white flowers. lt has yellow 
green foliage. Grows well in 
the Northeast tolerating both 
humidity and extreme cold. 
18 0 The Board of Regents of the University of Nebrask<L All rights reserved. 
Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Dad's Pink' Lobes bright red with rosine Way & james, 1998, 
toning with nearly white p. 110. 
throat. Brian Hiley, 
Wallington, England. 
Before 1995. 
'Dainty Violet' A strain of P. hirsutus. 1959 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #5919) Submitted by Ralph Bennett. 
'Daisy Violet' A form of J~ hirsutus that is APS Bull. No. 30, 
fixed for rich violet from 1971,p.93. 
seed. Ralph Bennett, 1959. 
'Dalles Mt.' A name given by Bruce APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
Meyers to an intersectional 1998, p. 9. 
series of 'Husum Hills', 
(Proceri x Humiles) x 
P variabilis? 
'Darnley Violet' A form of J~ hirsutus. No Pre 1 992 issue of the 
description available. RHS Plant Finder. 
'Dart's Hybrids' No description available APS Bull. No. 22, 
except to say it has very 1963, p. 149. 
dark, healthy foliage. 
Mrs. David Blake. 
'Daubie's form' A 1~ davidsonii var. APS Bull. No. 21, 
menziesii long trailing form 1962, p. 43. 
that will drape 2 or 3 feet 
down a cliff. Has deep green 
leaves and lilac flowers. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Dazzler' Flowers are tubular lobed Way & james, 1998, 
and slightly twisted. Tube p.IIO. 
and lobes carmine and 
throat white. Introduced 
by Forbes, 1931. 
'Debut' A hardy hybrid (unknown APS Bull. No. 27, 
parentage) with strong violet 1968,p.l7. 
flowers on erect 24-inch 
stems. Blooms in late June 
or early july. Alan D. Scharf. 
'Deep Purple' No description available. Index Hortensis, 
1989, p. 383. 
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'Deep Velvet' Large velvety-red flowers Way & james, 1998, 
and pencilled throats. Roger p. 110. 
Springett, New Zealand, 
introduced in 1993. 
'Delaware' No description available. Way & james, 
1995 RHS Plant Finder. 1998, p. 153. 
nver Botanical A form of P mcspitosus. APS Bull. No. 47 -I, 
I Carden' Same as 'Claude Barr'. 1988, p. 19. 
'Devonshire Cream ' A tall-growing variety. Rose Way & James, 1998, 
color lobes and white throat. p. 110. 
Baker Straw, Perhill Nursery, 2005/06 RHS Plant 
England, 1994. Listed as Finder. 
1~ dcavcri. 
'Diamond Lake I A form of J~ rupicola, with Siskiyou Rare Plant 
pink flowers. Nursery, 1986 catalog. 
'Diane I No description available. Way & )ames, 1998", 
1999 Rl1S Plant Finder. p. 153. 
'Didyme ' Seed from Kashmir, India. APS Bull. No. 38--2, 
Similar to 1~ hirsutus. 1979, p. 72. 
'Digitella' A name applied by Ralph APS Bull. No. 15, 
Bennett to a dwarf form of 1956,p.7. 
P digitalis later found to be 
stunted by nematodes. 
'Dog Mountain I A Bruce Meyers' introduction APS Bull. No. 29, 
(Dog Mt.) of a local dwarf form of 1970, p. 56. 
1~ subscrratus with yellow AI'S Bull. No. 37, 
and peach flowers. 1978, p. 65. 
'Doge's Purple' Same as 'Dogenpurpur' Way & James, 1998, 
p. 58. 
'Dogenpurpur' No longer available. \A/ay & James, 
Believed to be a Swiss 1998, p. 58. 
release. Arnold Vogt. 
'Donna' Flurry of vibrant pink. Jackson & Perkins, 
2003, p. 180. 
'Dossie's Blush' A large flowered hybrid APS Bull. No. 30, 
(unknown parentage) with 1971, p. 94. 
soft pink, white throated 
flowers. Listed by Sudell 
of London. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
-
'I )ragontail' An apparent natural hybrid lvl t. 'E1homa Nursery, 
between P rlovidsonii & ! 996 catalog. 
P mpicola. Flat mats of tiny, 
acute, blue-green foliage 
with large violet pink 
blooms. 
'Drake's Purple Cem ' No description available. APS Seed Fund 
I lackenbcrry, Roadsville, I' A. Quest ionnairc, 1990. 
~· 
'1 )rinkstone' A synonym {()r 'Drinkstone Way & James, ! 99il, 
Hcd'. p.! 10. 
--
'1 )rinkstone Red' Red flowers. Seedling from Way & james, ! 99il, 
'C;Jrnct' selected by F.C. p. 110. 
B;ucock of England and 
introduced in 1965. 
~--~ 
'])rinkwater ' A synonym for 'Drinkwater Way & james, ! 99il, 
Red'. p. ! ! ], 
'I )rink water Red' Lax habit. Red flowers. Way & james, 199il, 
1993 m IS Plant 1-'inder. p. 11], 
'Dubium ' A cross bet ween 1~ AI'S BulL No. H 1, 
ccntranthij(J/ius and 1~ 1955, p. 253. 
grinncllii. It has the habit of 
P ccntmnthif(J/ius, leaves 
arc glacuous, small and 
flncly serrate. The tubular 
corolla is about an inch long 
and magenta . 
.. 
'Duke ' P borrclfioc var. mcnzicsii. ! 975 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
'Duncan Ranch' A form of P crirmt hcrus. APS BulL No.9, 
1951, p. il7. 
-----
'Dusk' Probably a misnomer j()r APS BulL No. 50-2, 
'Prairie Dusk'. !991, p. 69. 
'Dusky Rose' Ralph Bennett's name for APS Bull. No. ! 5, 
forms of J~ smollii with dark 1956, p. H. 
purple flowers. Scerns to 
come true from seed. 
'Dusty ' P confer/tiS x 'Kittitas' x 1~ APS Bull. No. 32, 
pcckii, a Bruce Meyers' hybrid. 19'73, pp. 96, 113. 
'Earlibird' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
... ~~=' 
-
. ... 
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'Early Bird' Probably a J~ canescens x P APS Bull. No. 13, 
arkansanus hybrid. !954,p.l08. 
"Appeared in my garden 
about 2 years ago (1952). In 
1954 it had 4 nice airy flower 
stalks. Flowers were red 
velvet with a white underlip 
and the lower lip projected 
into a large platform, the 
mouth of the flower open, 
not closed." Mrs. Bernhard. 
'Early Bird Mixed' Mixed colors. Earlier Thompson & Morgan, 
flowering and larger flowers. 2005 online catalog. 
About 20 inches in height. 
'Early Dawn' Delicate coloring on large Milaeger's Gardens 
flowers. Two-inch long spring catalog, 1996. 
flowers are icy white with a 
pink blush at the tip. 18-24 
inches high, 12 inches wide. 
'Eastgrove Wine' A form of P heterophyllus. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 73. 
'Edithae' A cross between 1~ rupicola APS Bull. No. 30, 
and I~ barrettiae that 1971, p. 94. 
appeared in the garden of 
Carl English. 
'Edithae Manito' Possibly a selected form of APS Bull. No. 21, 
'Edithac', or an introgression 1962, p. 46. 
of P. barrettiae with some P APS Bull. No. 30, 
rupicola genes. Essentially 1971, p. 94. 
like a smaller leaf 1~ 
barrettiae, but with flowers 
of a good rose red color. 
Most of the peduncles arc 2 
flowered, giving a heavier 
look to the flowering plant. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Eisberg' Large white 11owers. An old Way & James, 1998, 
cultivar of German origin. p. Ill. 
'Electric Blue' A selection of 1~ heterophyllus. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Bright blue 11owers. Finder. 
'Elfe' Also known as 'Rose Elf'. APS Bull. No 15, 
1956, p. 7. 
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'Elfin Pink' A 1~ barbatus hybrid with APS Bull. No. 36, 
pink shark's head flowers, 1977, p. 69. 
12-15 inches in height. 
Will rebloom. 
'Elizabeth Cozzens' Lilac pink flowers. Similar to Joy Creek Nursery, 
Jl. cobaea. 2000 catalog, p. 48. 
'Elmley' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder. 
Horticulture, Worcestershire, 
UK 
'Emperor' A 1~ barbatus form/hybrid. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 7. 
'English 'lhpestry ' A synonym of 'Stapleford Way & )ames, 1998, 
Gem'. p. Ill. 
'Enor' Purple flowered cultivar. Le Jardin de Beatrice, 
2005. website: 
jardiniere.net. 
joy Creek Nursery. 
'Erectus' A form M P heterophyllus. Hortus III, 1997, p. 840. 
'Ermine Elf' Cross between I~ cardwellii APS Bull. No. 54-1, 
and P. rupicola by Grahame 1995, p. 26. 
Ware. 
'Etna' = 'Yatna' A Volcano series release by Way & )ames, 1998, 
A.T Yates & Son of p. Ill. 
Congleton, Cheshire, UK, 
in 1998. Racemes of volcanic 
fiery-red flowers with a 
white throat. 21/2 feet tall. 
'Evelyn' Semi-evergreen, bushy APS Bull. No. 8, 
perennial with a height and 1949, p. 8. 
spread of about 18 inches. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Racemes of small, tubular, p. 111. 
pink flowers open from mid-
summer onwards. Slieve 
Donard, Ireland, 1934. 
'Evelyn Mexicana' Found at Knoll Gardens. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Evensong' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
-
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'Every White ' P cardwellii. Discovered on APS Bull. No. 49~ 1, 
lVIt. St. Helens by Dr. David 1990, p. 9. 
Every. Said to be smaller 
and more compact than 
'John Bacher'. Flowers have 
more substance. jeanie Vcsall. 
'Ewell Pink Bedder' Variation in spelling of Way & James, 1 998, 
'Hewell Pink Bedder'. p. 1 13. 
'Excelsior Strain' Probably a "Gloxinioides" APS Bull. No. 30, 
selection. Raised, introduced Dec. 1971, p. 94. 
and sent to Wisley Trails, 
1 958, by Watkins & 
Simpson Ltd. Stems stout, 
inflorescence 18-20 inches 
long. Has mixed colors of 
white with pink, scarlet, 
magenta, purple and 
lavender flowers. Ralph 
Bennett's list. 
'Fairy Bouquet' Reported by Thea Unzner of APS Bull. No. 52-1, 
Germany. Listed as English 1993, p. 71. 
seed. Color is blue, violet-
blue, the throat with purple 
lines and bearded with white 
hairs. 15 centimeters tall. 
'Faith's Mexican' Has stems to 4 feet tall. APS Bull. No. 23, 
Leaves serrate, not quite as 1964, p. 77. 
fringed asP lwnthii (?). 
Bright red flowers, a bit 
larger, and uniform 
throughout. Myrtle I-Iebert. 
'Fanny's Blush' No description available. Way & James, 1 998, 
1996 Special Plants, Cold, p. 153. 
Ashton, Wiltshire. 
'Fate Hybrid' A controlled cross of P APS Bull. No. 15, 
murmyanus xI~ 1956, p. 7. 
gmndi(lorus. APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
2001' p. ll. 
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'Fatc-Seeba Hybrid' A controlled cross by Fred APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Fate, Columbia, MO, in 1935 2001,p.12. 
of P grandiflorus x 1~ 
murmymn1s. It is 3-6 feet 
tall, leaves glaucous, 
inflorescence an elongated 
raceme, Howers trumpet-
shaped with spreading 
lobes, creamy white through 
lavender, magenta, scarlet 
and red. Subject to leaf spot. 
'Feuerzauber' Synonym for 'Magic Fire'. Way & )ames, 1998, 
p. 111. 
'Finest Mixed' Listed as 1~ gentianoides. Park Seed Co., 1992. 
Trumpet-shaped flowers up 
to 2 inches long in pink, 
lavender, white and red. 
'Firebird' A hybrid of E hartwcgii x APS Bull. No. 1 & 2, 
P cobaea. Dark red Howers 1946, p. 26. 
with just a trace of white in Way & )ames, 1998, 
the throat. Wayside said it p. 131. 
came fi·om Switzerland, 
where it is known as 
'Schiknholzeri'. Lamb said 
that 'Garnet' was the origin 
of the strain. 
'Firebrand' A "Gloxinioides" type. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 8. 
'Fircstem' A synonym for P Ornamental Plant 
rubicundus. Cultivars in Australia. 
website: www.plant 
cui tivar. info/ 
descriptions. 
'Flame' Bright red f1owers, white Way & )ames, 1998, 
throat. ).A. F. Ambery, p. 112. 
England, 1987. 
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'Flamingo' A controlled cross by Anna APS Bull. No. 10, 
Johnson of 'Flathead Lake' x 1952, p. 27. 
'Six Hills Hybrid'. Plant 
compact, flowers a rich rosy 
color, as described in the 
National Horticultural 
Magazine, january, 1951. 
Myrtle Hebert wrote in 
1962, "The original plant 
in the johnson garden was 
miniature, only a few inches 
tall, with 13 stems of vivid 
shark's head blooms. Seed 
did not come true. Her 
plants from seed died, and 
so did the original." 
'Flathead Lake' A natural cross between 1~ APS Bull. No. 6, 
barbatus and some species 1948, p. 116. 
in the Habroanthus that 
appeared in the garden of 
Mr. Murphy on Flathead 
Lake, Montana. Deep green 
lanceolate leaves, flowers 
shark's head shape, coral 
red to spectrum red. Stems 
2-3 feet tall, inclined to 
lean or lie prostrate. Able to 
accept pollen from almost 
any other species and 
therefore the intermediate 
vehicle in many North Platte 
hybrids. 
'Flathead Lake Run of the mill shark's head APS Bull. No. 20, 
Cherry Red' type, but very good red color. 1961, p. 63. 
Fred Case. 
'Flathead Lake Coral' No description available. Source misplaced. 
'Flora johnson' A deep red form of the APS Bull. No. 21, 
(APS Reg. #6202) usually rosy red E newbenyi. 1962, p. 53. 
Does not always come true 1962 APS Registrar. 
from seed. Levandeur Boyric. 
'Fioradalc' Reddish-scarlet, wide tubes, APS Bull. No. 47-2, 
red and white lined on the 1988, p. 22. 
inside. Bette Peterson. 
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'Floradalc Ciants' Sold by Burpee as seeds. APS Bull. No. 15, 
Probably "Gloxinioicles , 1956, p. 8. 
type. 
'Floridale' Mexican hybrids from APS Bull. No. 52-1, 
Burpee. 1993,p.37. 
'Floyd McMullen' Registered in 1985 by David APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
(APS Reg. #8501) llale. A form of J~ cnrdwellii. 1990, p. 8. 
It was discovered by Hale !985 APS Registrar. 
and Mr. McMullen at 2600 
feet on Onion Peak near 
Arch Cape, OR. Has low, 
tight growth, wine red 
flowers held above the 
foliage. 'Tolerant of salt 
spray and small enough 
for a trough. 
'Floyd's Fairest' Selected by Floyd McMullen 1992 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #9202) & registered by David Hale in 
1992. Listed as 1~ cardwellii 
(?) xI~ davidsonii ssp. 
menziesii. Height 20 
centimeters, width 30 
centimeters. Flower color 
purple. 
'Freel Case' A selection of J~ linarioides. Kcvock Gardens, 
Compact plant with slender online plant list. 
leaves and long clusters of 
blue-violet flowers. 
'Froggery Cottage' Derived from the female 2002 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #020 1 ) parent 'Hidcotc Pink' with 
male parent likely to be 
'Midnight'. John Lee of 
Des borough, England. 
'Frosty' A Bruce Meyers' APS Bull. No. 29, 
introduction of E euglaucus. 1970, p. 56. 
Ncar white in color with a 
slight tinge of blue at edge 
of lips. 
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'Fruit Punch' I~ illlrlwegii with fruit punch Plants Delights Nursery 
colored flowers with a solid Catalog, 1996. 
white center. Narrow green Smithfield Cardcns, 
leaves clothe the vertical 2005 online catalog. 
stems to 15 inches. Flowers 
arc borne on short st<llks 
above the foliage, heavy in 
spring, then sporadically 
through the remainder of 
the summer. 
'Fujiyama ' - 'Yayama ' A Volcano series rclc<lSe by V/ay & )ames, 1998, 
A.T. Yates & Son of p. 112. 
Congleton, Cheshire, UK, lvlews Cottage, 2005. 
in 1998. Upright, compact 
cultivar bred f~JJ' large pot 
culture. Lobes cerise, throat 
cream-white. 
--
'Cabe' Listed as a parent in crosses 1972 APS Seed 
made by Bruce Meyers. Exchange List. 
--
'Gabriel' ;\ Bruce Meyers' select ion of' A PS Bull. No. 29, 
I~ wpicolo with deep rose 1970, p. 56. 
flowers and a large trumpet. 
'(;afT's Pink' Pink flowers with strong Way & james, 1998, 
throat markings. Similar lo p. 112. 
'1 Iidcote Pink'. Church llill 
Nursery, England, 1991. 
'Caicty' No description available. 200,1/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Carden Bells' Former selection of Renee's Carden. 
P hortwcgii. website: 
WWW.reiJeesgarden.C<llll 
'Carden Red' A synonym for 'Windsor Way & )ames, 1998, 
Red'. p. 112. 
'(;arden Star ' Clusters of dear pink Le Jardin de Beatrice, 
flowers with white throats. 2005. website: 
jardiniere.net. 
joy Creek Nursery, 
2005 online catalog. 
'(;arnet' A synonym for 'Andenken Way & )ames, 1998, 
an Friedrich llahn'. p. 103. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
--
'Garnet Red I Jarebell' A plant obtained at an Ohio APS Bull. No. 54-2, 
Nursery had this as a labeled 1995, p. 65. 
name. C ;eorge Yingling, 
Dayton, Ohio. 
'Garnet Variegated' A sport of 'Garnet' with \tVay & )ames, 1998, 
variegated leaves. Roger p. J 12. 
Norm<1ll, 1993. 
'Ciitcombe Bc<1uty ' Introduced by Clive and National Council f(Jr 
Cathy Gandley. the Conservation of 
Plants & Gardens, 
2005. 
'Geoff I h1milton ' Introduced by Clive and National Council f(H 
Cathy Candley. the Conservation of 
Plants & Gardens, 
2005. 
'George Elrick' Lobes bright rose, shading Way & )<lmes, 1998, 
to white. Thin border on p. 112. 
lobes. Introduced by 
Forbes in 1950. 
'George Holmes ' Probably the same as 'George New Illustrated 
Home'. Encyclopedia of 
Gardening, 1960, 
p. 141'7. Way & )ames, 
1998, p. 113. 
'Ceorge Home' A P barbatlls form/hybrid. APS Bull. No. 15, 
Raised by Forbes, 1956, p. 7. Way & )ames, 
introduced in 1906. 1998, p. 11:3. 
'George Ulrich' Altered name of 'George Way & )ames, 1998, 
Elrick'. Some confusion as p. 112. 
to date. Probably introduced 
before 1906. 
'Chent' Surprisingly long-blooming joy Creek Nursery, 
semi-evergreen shrub with 2005 online catalog. 
small serrated foliage. 
Covered with 1 inch purple 
flowers with white throats. 
I .5 feet x :3 feet. 
'Ghent Purple ' No description available. 2004/05 RHS 
Plant Finder. 
= 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Giant Blue' Grows to 30 inches tall. APS Bull. No. 55-2, 
Floppy. Woody stems. 1996,p. 11. 
Characteristics of both /~ 
a/pinus and J~ lmmdegei. 
Bob Nold. 
'Giant Choice Mix ' No description available. Susan Crayer, lUIS. 
'Giant Floradalc' A form or hybrid of P APS Bull. No. 5 1' 
gcntianoidcs offered as seed 1948, p. 24. 
by Burpee and described as 
li:Jilows: "Long spikes arc 
closely set with gloxinia-like 
blooms in brilliant colors, 
some prettily edged, 2-3 
feel tall." 
'Gilchrist' Presented to the Gilchrists APS Bull. No. 59-2, 
(APS Reg. #9902) by Clive & Cathy Gandlcy in 2000, p. 97. 
1998. A 'Mexicali' hybrid. 1999 A PS Registrar. 
Magenta flowers Lj(ling to 
white. 
'Gina' Derived hom a hybrid swarm APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
of blue-leaved P barrcttioc. 1990, p. 7. 
Slightly toothed, glaucous, 
silver leaves, covered with 
rose-pink flowers. Jeanie 
Vesall. 
'Giaber' (white f()]'m) No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
David Way. 
'Glacier ' Large flower spikes of white 1-Iead Start Nursery, 
to white-blue on 30-inch 2005 online catalog. 
plants. 
'Gladiator' From Australia. Large Way & James, 1998, 
flowers. Red and white. p. 113. 
'Gladwood Ilybrids' A form of P unilatcralis APS Bull. No.8, 
(synonym of P 1950, p. 18. 
seomrlifloms). G.C. Woods, 
Mrs. O.S. Marion. 
-
-
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Gladwyne' Select ions of P hirsutus APS Bull. No.7, 1949, 
taken from wild colonies p. 39. 
by Mrs. Norman Henry. 
Flowers in rich colors, 
including a good deep violet 
and a rich purplish pink. 
Also, a dwarf in deep violet. 
Plants vary in longevity. 
Seeds come f~1irly true. 
Seeds offered through the 
exchange from Ralph 
Bennett, who got plants 
from Marcel LePiniec. 
'Glamis White' Listed by Sud ell of London New lllustrated 
as a large pure white Encyclopedia of 
flowered plant. Gardening, 1960, 
p. 1417.APS Bull. 
No. 30, p. 95. 
'Gletscher' Germany. J 994 lUiS Plant Way & james, I 998, 
Finder. p. 153. 
'Gloire des Quartre Purple and white variety Way & james, I 998, 
Rues' similar to 'Charles Rudel'. p. 113. 
Raised in France by Quatre 
Rues Nursery, before 1995. 
'Gloriosa Flowered' Same as 'Gloxinia Flowered'. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 60. 
'Gloxinia Flowered' Large flowered mixed Way & james, I 998, 
bedding plants usually p. 60. 
raised from seed. 
"Gloxinioides" Described asaP lwrtwegii x Way & james, J 998, 
1~ co/;aea hybrid or variants p. 24. 
of P hartwegii. liowever, it 
is an invalid name for a 
species or cultivar. 
'Goldie' 1~ conj(~rl11s x ('Kittitas' x APS Bull. No. 30, 
pink P. euglaucus) hybrid. 1971, p. 15. 
Bruce Meyers. 
'Grab Bag' l~ digitalis x P calycosus. 1989 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
·--
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Grape brt' A cross of P cardwelli i APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
'john Bacher' x P dovidsonii 1990, p. 9. 
ssp. mcnziesii. A Mark 
McDonough hybrid offered 
by Siskiyou Rare Plant 
Nursery. New foliage is 
tinged with orange, more 
pronounced as the plant 
ages. The corolla is a 1 wo-
tone lavender, foliage is a 
shiny green. Jeanie Vesall. 
'Grave's Variety ' An alpine form of P APS Bull. No. 24, 
procerus ssp. tolmici, 1 965, p. 128. 
synonym P. procerus var. 
brachyanthus, hee-
blooming, lavender-blue, 
8 inches tall. 
'Great Expectations' No description av<lilable. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Perhill Nurseries. 
'Creat Witley' No description available. 2006 lUIS Online 
Plant Finder. 
'Crcencourt Purple' No description available. 2003 JUIS Plant 
Finder. 
'Groenlet Rump' No description available. APS Bull. No. 53-1, 
Germany. 1994, p. 67. 
'Gurney llybrids' Ralph Bennett said they APS Bull. No.3 1, 
were P cobaea xI~ triflon.1s 1972, p. 109. 
hybrids. 
'Hardy Perennial Rare species mixed. Park Seed Co., 1993, 
Blend' p. 94. 
'Hawkeye ' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Graham's Hardy Plants, Finder, p. 532. 
Bath, UK. 
'Heavenly Blue' A form of P hetcrophyllus Way & James, 1998, 
with sky blue f1owcrs. p. 74. 
'Henry Hybrid' I~ cohaea x I~ trifloms hybrid APS Bull. No.7, 
by Mrs. Henry. Pale to deep 1949,p.4J. 
rose--pink 11owcrs. 
'Hergest Croll' Form of 1~ heterophyllus. 2005/06 lU-IS Plant 
Elworthy Cottage Plants, Finder. 
Somerset, England. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Hewell Pink Bedder ' Salmon-pink f1owered, 2112 Way & )ames, 1998, 
feet tall. Introduced by p. 113. 
Frobes in 1914 as 'Pink 
Bedder'. 
'Hewell's Pink Probably the same as Mews Cottage. 
Bedder' 'Hewell Pink Beckler'. 
'Hewitt's Pink' Crimson-rose color. Brian Way & )ames, 1998, 
Hiley, Wallington, England, p. 113. 
1991. 
'Heythrop Park' Reported to be identical to Way & )ames, 1998, 
'Devonshire Cream', 1991 p. I I 3. Ornamental 
RHS Plant Finder. Also Plant Cultivars in 
reported as a synonym for Australia. website: 
P rubicundus. www.plantcultivars. 
info/descriptions. 
'Hidalgo' Listed as a striking and Annie's Annuals, 2006. 
vigorous plant with large, website: 
rich purple flowers on 4-foot www.anniesannuals. 
stems. Probably a selection com. 
of 1~ lzidalgcnsis. 
'Hidcote Pink' Mid-sized candy pink Joy Creek Nursery 
flowers with dark maroon Catalog, 1999. 
streaking in the white Way & )ames, 1 998, 
throats. ·n1ll plant. Wide p. 113. 
medium-green foliage. 
Blooms of Bressingham, 
1951. 
'Hidcote Purple' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Brian Hiley, Wallington. 
'Hidcote White' Described as a weak, white Way & )ames, 1998, 
flowered selection. 1989 p. 114. 
Plant Finder. 
'High Offer' Listed on jack Goertzen's jack Goertzen. 
seed list. His source came 
from Lillian Champion, 
Yucaipa, CA. 
'Hillview Pink' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Hillview Red' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
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Cultivar 
'Holly ' 
(APS Reg. #591 O) 
'liollys White' 
'Hon. Alan Gibbs' 
'Honey' 
'Hope ' 
'Hopleys' 
'Hopleys Pink' 
'!lopleys Variegated' 
'Hower Park' 
'J-lugues' 
34 
Description 
A form of 1~ fi"uticosus ssp. 
serratus, origin obscure. 
Was offered by Lamb as 1~ 
ncwberryi, an obvious error 
in the nursery. Leaves 
deeply serrate and strongly 
crisped, dark green with a 
slightly grayish crystalline 
surl~1ce, giving a most 
distinct effect. Not very 
floriferous. Roy Davidson. 
White flowers with slight 
pink blush on shorter stems. 
A large flowered hybrid, 
cherry red with white throat. 
Sud ell of London. 
A Rachel Snyder hybrid. 
Purple flowers. 
A 'Ruby King' x 'Firebird' 
hybrid by Mackaness. 
A form of J~ fi"uticosus var. 
scouleri. 
No description available. 
Striking variegated leaves 
with creamy-white splotches 
and speckles throughout the 
leaves. Deep mauve tubes. A 
sport of 'Burgundy'. Hopleys 
Nursery, England, 1987. 
Similar to 'Devonshire 
Cream'. 1995 RIJS Plant 
Finder. 
Description and source 
unknown. Netherlands. 
Source of Information 
APS Bull. No. 21, 1962, 
p. 45. 
1 959 APS Registrar. 
Suncrest Nurseries, 
2004 online catalog. 
APS Bull. No. 30, 
197l,p.95. 
New Illustrated 
Encyclopedia of 
Gardening, 1 960, 
p. 1417. 
APS Bull. No. 30, 
J 971' pp. 63, 68. 
APS Bull. No. 1 9, 
1960, p. 15. 
Hopleys Plants, 2005 
online plant list. 
website: 
www.hopleys.co.uk. 
2001 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
Hopleys Plants, 2005 
online plant list. 
website: 
www.hopleys.co.uk. 
Way & James, 1998, 
p. 114. 
Way & James, 1998, 
p. 153. 
._...., 
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Cultivar Description 
'Huntington Pink' Compact plant type with 
bright pink flowers. 
'Hurst's Monarch' No description available. 
'Husker Lihlc ' A selection of P digitalis. 
'Husker Red' This is a selection of P 
(APS Reg. #8301) digitolis. lt was selected 
because of the good red 
foliage that contrasts with 
the white flowers. University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln release, 
Dale Lindgren. 
'Husker's Red' A misspelling of 'Husker Red'. 
'Husum Hills' or Bruce Meyers' hybrids (1~ 
'Husum Hills Series ' proccri x P lnuni!es) x P 
variabilis. Interesting 
intermediate characteristics. 
Bruce Meyers. 
'Hyacinth-flowered' Offered by Burpee & Park 
Seed Co. Developed by 
Bolger Seed of El Monte, CA. 
Flowers not secund, short, 
second bloom, good disease 
resistance, good vigor, good 
range of colors. Original 
plants came from Colorado. 
'Hyacinthus ' Probably a misnomer or 
synonym for 'Hyacinth-
flowered'. 
'Hybrida Praecox Reported to look like 
Nana' 'Flathead Lake'. 
'lee Cream ' A misnomer for P lwrtwegii 
'Albus'. 
'Improved Petite Dwarf and compact form of 
Bouquet' P bar/Jatus. 
~)The Board of Regents o( the Univcrsit y of Ncbr<tska. A !I rights reserved. 
Source of Information 
Anderson Valley 
Nursery. Siskiyou Rare 
Plant Nursery, 2005 
plant list. 
J 969 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
2006 RHS Online 
Plant Finder. 
HortScience, 1984, 
19(3):459. 
1983 APS Registrar. 
APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
1998, p. 50. 
APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
1982, p. 60. 
APS Bull. No. 30, 
1971, p. 95. 
\IVay & )ames, 1998, 
p. 115. 
Willowburn Seed, 2005 
online catalog. 
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Cultivar Description Source of information 
'Indian jewels' One of the 'Flathead Lake' APS Bull. No. 20, 
hybrids by Clcnn Viehmcycr, 1961,p.70. 
introduced by Interstate 
Nurseries. Also sold as seed 
by Park Seed Co. 
'Iron M;~idcn' A selection of 1: bar/Jii/1/s. Thompson and Morgan, 
2005 online seed 
c;~talog. 
2003 Rl IS !']ant Finder. 
'Iron Man' !~ pinif(J!ius with vibrant Arrowhead Alpines, 
tangerine flowers. Listed as 2005 pbnt list. 
not knowing if they "come 
f~lirly t ru c". 
--
'James Bowden ' Flower color bright mauve, APS Bull. No. 60· I, 
(APS Reg. lt2033) paling to white. Unknown 2001, p. 25. 
parentage. Warren Cilcrest, 2000 AI'S Registrar. 
Hampshire, UK. 
'J.A.P. Seedling' Listed on Jack Goertzen's Jack Goertzen. 
plant list. His source came 
from Lillian Champion, 
Yucaipa, CA. 
'JCA 1717050' No description available. 2005/06 lUIS Plant 
Parham Bungalow Plants, Finder, p. 533. 
Wilatshire, UK. 
!Jcan 1 ;\form of P ji-uticosus ssp. APS Bull. No. 21, 
scou/eri grown by jean Witt. 1962, p. 45. 
Neat habit, t1owcrs of good 
size and very pleasing 
orchid color. A low mound 
6-8 inches high, 12 inches 
across. Roy Davidson. 
'Jean Grace' Introduced by Byrne Bowles, 1997 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #970 1) 1997. A true blue flowering 
selection of P hetcrophyllus. 
'Jeanette' A selection of P hcterophyllus. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Jeannie' Pale lilac-blue flowers. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Edinburgh Royal Botanic p. 115. 
Gardens, 1986. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
--
'Jerry's Purple ' No description available. Siskiyou l~arc Plant 
Nursery, 2005 online 
plant list. 
'Jessica' No description available. 2006 RHS Online 
Plant Finder. 
')ill Lucas' Large pure white tubular Croftway Nurseries. 
flowers. Introduced by website: www.crollway. 
Crofiway Nurseries in 1097. co.uk/. 
'Jingle Bells' I~ bor/)()(1/S selection, 30 Head St<1rt Nursery, 
centimeters tall. 2005 online catalog. 
I-· 
'John Bacher ' A robust white form of P. AI'S Bull. No. 20, 
(APS Reg. #6103) mrrlwcllii, superior in form 1961, p. 18. 
and habit to the "type" in Roy Davidson. 
that it has less die-back, the APS Bull. No. 21, 
foliage more thickly I %2, p. 46. 
growing, and the leaves l ')6] APS Registrar. 
shinier and lighter green. 
llighly floriferous, and 
comes true from seed. 
Leaves very handsome, 
deep yellow-green; flowers 
snow white, 12 inches or 
more high, up to 2 feel 
across. 
'John Booth' Deep mauve lobes, throat Way & )ames, 1998, 
pure white. Raised by John p. liS. 
Booth before 1970. 
l ntroduced by Eastgrove 
Cottage Garden Nursery. 
'John D' No description available. 1997 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'John Nash' Similar to 'Alice Hindley'. \Nay & )ames, 1998, 
Margery Fish, England, p. l 15. 
bd(m~ 1086. 
'John Ruthven' A very large flowered hybrid, APS Bull. No. 30, 
flesh pink with rose lip. 1971, p. 96. 
Sudcll of London. 
'John Spcdan Lewis' i\ reddish-violet selection of APS Bull. No. 59-2, 
(APS Reg. #9903) 'Mexicali' by Clive and Cathy 2000, p. 98. 
Gandky. Registered name by 1999 APS Registrar. 
Warren Cilchrist. 
'===~ - -- = 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
')ohnsoniae' Formerly called 'Flathead APS Bull. No. 30, 
Lake'. A natural cross 1971, p. 96. 
between 1~ barbatus and 
some species in Section 
Habroanthus, which 
appeared in the garden of 
Mr. Murphy in Flathead Lake, 
MT. Deep green lanccolatc 
leaves, flowers shark's head 
shape, coral red to spectrum 
reel. Stems 2-3 feet tall, 
inclined to lean or lie prostrate. 
Able to accept pollen from 
almost any other species and, 
thercf()re, the intermediate 
vehicle in many North Platte 
hybrids. Ralph Bennett's list. 
'joy' Rich salmon red with a white Joy Creek Nursery 
throat. Broad leaves. May be Catalog, 1999. 
erroneously applied to Way & James, 1991\, 
'Chester Scarlet'. 1991 RHS p. 115. 
Plant Finder. 
'june' Reported to be identical to Way & James, 1991\, 
'Pennington Gem'. 1992 p. 115. 
RHS Plant Finder. 
'jupiter' A synonym in France for Index Hortensis, 191\9, 
'Anclenkcn an Friedrich p. 31\3. 
Hahn' also known as Way & james, 1991\, 
'Garnet'. p. 115. 
'Kate Gilchrist' A chance seedling in Jon 2004 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #0401) Lee's garden at 
Dcsborought, England. 
Magenta on lobes paling to 
white underneath, with 
guidelines. Warren Gilchrist. 
'Kcechclus Blue' A selection from a hybrid APS Bull. No. 21, 
Mink swarm of P rupicola xI~ 1962, p. 43. 
ji-uticosus at Keechelus Lake. 
Mostly, if not entirely of E 
rupicola, flowers arc rosy 
purple, leaves oval, nearly 
gray, in summer edged with 
a fine red line, as well as 
stems. Roy Davidson. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Keechelus Blush' Has an apple green mat of APS Bull. No. 21, 
leaves like those of J~ rupicola, 1962, p. 43. 
becoming deeper green in 
summer-large deep rose 
flowers. A trailing mat form 
that docs not root, leaves 
light green and only slightly 
glaucous. Roy Davidson. 
'Kcechelus Parma' A P davidsonii ssp. menziesii APS Bull. No. 21, 
hybrid of long trailing habit, 1962, p. 43. 
with gray glaucous toothed 
leaves, flowers deep violet, not 
freely produced, 2 inches high 
maximum. Roy Davidson. 
'Kccchelus Ruby' A prostrate form of E APS Bull. No. 21, 
newberryi, 3-4 inches high 1962, p. 43. 
and up to 12 inches across. 
It has moderately gray foliage 
with bright red-purple 
flowers. Roy Davidson. 
'Kcechelus Veronica' A I~ rupicola x P ji-uticosus APS Bull. No. 21, 
hybrid, from Keechelus 1962, p. 42. 
Lake, WA. A close packed 
mat of twiggy branches and 
tiny deeply toothed, yellow-
green leaves that become 
olive in summer. Covered 
with rose-purple flowers. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Kennedyi' A miniature form of J~ Way & James, 1998, 
speciosus. Formerly a pp. 62, 68. Lindgren 
subspecies of J~ speciosus. & Wilde, 2003, p. 83. 
'Kewpie ' A Bruce Meyers ' APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
introduction of a pink P 1998, p. 4. 
euglaucus. APS Bull. No. 29, 
1970, p. 56. 
'Kilimanjaro ' 'Yajaro' A Volcano series release by 2004/05 RHS Plant 
A.T Yates & Son of Finder. 
Congleton, Cheshire, UK. 
Variety with erect spires of 
dark pink blooms. 21/z feet tall. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'King George ' A I~ colwca and P. lwrtwcgii Way & james, 1998, 
hybrid with white throated, p. 115. 
crimson flowers. 
'King George V' Large flowers of salmon red Way & )ames, 1998, 
with white throats streaked 
in cranberry. Narrow mid· 
green foliage. 20 inches tall 
x 18 inches wide. Raised by 
Forbes. Introduced in 191 J. 
'Kitias ' Probably a misnomer for 
'Kittitas'. 
'Kittitas' A dwarf form of 1~ confertus APS Bull. No. 30, 
(APS Reg. #5912) with a deep yellow bloom. 1971' p. 96. 
Padavich, 1959. 1959 APS Registrar. 
'Knight's Purple' Purple f1owered, white throat Way & )ames, 1998, 
selection that grows up to 4 p. 115. 
feet tall. Hunts Court 
Nursery, 1991. 
'Knightwick' Resembles 'Stapleford Gem'. Way & james, 1998, 
Flowers deep mauve paling p. 118. 
to white. Selected seedling 
introduced in 1993. 
Propagated by Perhill 
Nurseries, England. 
'Knoll Surprise' No description available. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 153. 
'KR37A' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Kummel' Purple-red shades, late Way & James, J 998, 
f1owering. A selected p. 118. 
seedling from 'Hyacinth- 2000 RHS Plant 
flowered Mixed'. Raised by Finder. 
l.angthorns Plantery, 1993. 
I 'Lady Greenall' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
'Lady Hindley ' Synonym for 'Alice Hindley'. Ornamental plant 
cultivars in Australia. 
website: 
www.plantcultivar.info/ 
descriptions. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Lake Keechclus' A form of J~ ji-uticosus APS Bull. No. 22, 
collected near Lake 1963, p. 1 '78. 
Keechclus. G.H. Cookstetter. 
'Large Flowered Grown by jack Goertzen. He Suttons Seeds. 
Mixed' describes them as"! grew them 
from seed. Some are 4 feet tall. 
They grow easily from cuttings 
and where a stalk touches the 
ground, they'll root at every 
node. Colors are white, pink, 
red, rose, lavender, purple-----
no yellow. They have some 
bloom all year, many stems, 
flowers do not circle the stem. 
They tolerate the south side of 
my house. They might even 
do better elsewhere." Betty 
Davenport felt that they 
belong to the "Cloxinioides" 
series. 
'LaScala' Listed on jack Goertzen's jack Goertzen. 
plant list. 1-l is source was 
from Lillian Champion, 
Yucaipa, CA. 
'Lavender Giant' Selection fi-om 68-62, pink 1972 APS Seed 
I~ mrdwellii x P barrettiac. Exchange List. 
Extra large lavender. Listed 
by Bruce Meyers. 
'Lavender Mound' A f~m11 of J~ cacspitosus. APS Bull. No. 10, 
1952, p. 19. 
'Lavender Queen ' A form of either P calycosus APS Bull. No. 10, 
(APS Reg. #5915) or J~ calycosus x 1~ digitalis 1952, p. 140. 
with light violet fJowers. 1959 APS Registrar. 
Plant larger than pure 1~ 
calycosus. Amcl Priest. 
'I.e Phare' Long graceful red flowers. Way & james, 1998, 
Perhill Nurseries, 1992. p. 118. 
Frequently offered as 'l'hare'. 
'Lena Seeba ' A P gmndiflorus, white form 1960 A l'S Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #600 1) x unknown Peltanthera 
species. Pure white fJowers. 
Glenn Vichmeyer. 
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-Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Les Holmes' Light pink flowers. Clive Nichols Garden 
Pictures. website: 
www.clivenichols.com. 
'Lexington I No description available. Siskiyou Rare Plant 
Nursery, 2005 online 
catalog. 
'Light Blue Shades' A selection of P gla/Jer. International Hardy 
Plant Union, 1996. 
'Lilac and Burgundy' Lobes and tube mauve but Way & James, 1998, 
mottled or bicolored. From p. 118. 
Clive & Cathy Gandley, 1990. 
'Lilac Frost' 18 inches tall. Zones 7-10. Thompson & Morgan, 
Mixed colors. May be same 2005 online catalog. 
as 'PCH 148'. 
'Lilactime' No description available. 2001 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Lilli put' Compact Penstemon. Bell Chiltern Seeds, 2005. 
shaped, rose-pink flowers. 
'Lilliput Rose' = Introduced by Plant Haven American 
'Yaput' Inc., California. Bred by Nurseryman 
Freel Yates in England. Hot Magazine, December 
pink flowers. Zone 7. 15, 2004, p. 50. 
1 0-15 inches tall. 
'Little Blue' A possible variant or hybrid APS Bull. No. 20, 
of 1~ serrulatus with 1961,p.92. 
evergreen foliage. Myrtle 
Hebert. 
'Little Chunky' A miniature P digitalis with APS Bull. No. 20, 
(APS Reg. #5917) white lips and rose white 1961, p. II. 
corolla. Discovered to be 1959 APS Registrar. 
stunted by nematodes, so 
not distributed. 1959. 
Ralph Bennett. 
'Little I-Ioney' A Rachel Snyder's hybrid, APS Bull. No. 34, 
with lavender flowers. Same 1975,p.56-A. 
as 'Honey'. APS Bull. No. 30, 
1971, pp. 63, 68. 
'Little Witley' Lobes purple and white Way & James, 1998, 
throat with penciling. p. ll8. 
Perhill Nurseries, 1993. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Logan Pass Hybrid' A collected plant of I~ lyal/ii APS Bull. No. 21, 
x P ellipticus. Not a great 1962, p. 47. 
garden plant, though it is 
constantly in flower from july 
to winter. Flowers are a good 
blue purple. Erect but will 
layer at every node if it 
touches the ground. Quite 
evergreen, the leaves being of 
a heavy texture. Roy Davidson. 
'Logan Pink' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Long john' Parentage includes P 1972 APS Seed 
harrettiae. 'H1ll, upright, lilac Exchange List. 
colored large flowers. Long 
slender leaves. Listed by 
Bruce Meyers. 
'Longo' Long blooming, dark purple 1993 APS Seed 
flowers, long green leaves. Exchange List. 
Shirley Backman made up Shirley Backman. 
the name for this plant 
because it was a long 
blooming hybrid. 
'Lord llome' A synonym for 'George Way & )ames, I 998, 
Home'. p. 118. 
'Lost Lake Hybrid' A smaller, lightly glaucous Roy Davidson. 
P. cardwellii with strong APS Bull. No. 21, 
rose purple flowers. 1962, p. 45. 
Becomes 8-10 inches high 
and 15-18 inches across. 
'Love In ' Selection from 68-66, pink 1972 APS Seed 
1~ cardwellii x 1~ menziesii var. Exchange List. 
alba. Prostrate. 1968 selection. 
Listed by Bruce Meyers. 
'Lucinda Gilchrist' No description available. 2006 lUIS Online 
Plant Finder. 
'Lunette' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
'Lynette ' A small flowered purple-rose Way & James, 1998, 
variety. Raised in 1975 by p. 119. 
Paul Picton, Old Court 
Nurseries. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Macluness Hybrids' Flowers arc red and white APS Bull. No. 20, 
with striped throats. 1961, p. 45. 
Bloomed into September. 
Flowers required fi·cqucnt 
hosing to retain their 
brilliance. 
'Mackay f(Jrm' or Reported as a selection of r APS Bull. No. 51--1, 
'Mcl<ays f(mn' humilis by Barrie Porteous. 1992, p. 29. 
A good selection for troughs. 2004/05 lUIS Plant 
Finder. 
---·-----~·· 
'M<1cPcnnys Pink' Simil<Jr to 'llidcote Pink'. Way & James, 199H, 
p. 119. 
'Madame Colding' According to Way ,')z James, Way & James, 1998, 
appears to be identical to p. 119. 
'Old Candy Pink'. Brian 
llilcy, England, 1990. 
f--· 
'Madera' Lush deep royal purple Louise Parsons. 
blooms with upright thick 
stems. Came from Danny 
'li1bo in California. 
'l'vlagdalcna Sunshine ' I~ pinij(!litts. Clear yellow APS Bull. No. 55-2, 
flowers. Original plant 1996, p. 4. 
started from <1 plant from 
an offset collected in the 
Magdalena Mountains of 
New Mexico by Jay Lunn. 
'Jvlagic ]:ire' Synonym for 'Feuerzaubcr'. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 111. 
'Maiden':; Blush' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Major ' i\ form of P fi'uticosus. llortus Ill, 1976, 
p. 840. 
'Malmo Ciants' Probably a form of P APS Bull. No. 23, 
lumwegii. 1961,p. 77. 
'Malvcm Springs ' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Mango' P pinifi!lius. Apricot colored APS Bull. No. 59·2, 
(APS Reg. #990 1) flowers. Released by David 2000, p. 97. 
Salmon. 1999 APS Registrar. 
-
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Manito' A selected clone f~llllld APS Bull. No.2 I, 
growing with I~ fi"ut icosus and 1962, p. 116. 
'Edithae'. Essentially like a 
smaller leaved P horrettioc, 
but with flowers of a good 
rose color. Most peduncles 
carry 2 llowcrs, giving a 
hclVicr look to the llowcring 
plant. A decumbent plant 
I 0- I 2 inches high, I 1/2 feet 
across. Roy Davidson. 
-
'Jvlargarita Bop ' Name came about in that Way & }ames, 1998, 
Margerita grew a nice P p. 73. 
heterophylltls plant at the Ginny Maflitt. 
"back of the porch" (BOP). 
Hedgerows Nursery, 
McMinnville, OR. 
I 'Margery Fish' A variant of J~ hetcrophyllus. Way & James, I 998, 
p. 73. 
'Marilyn Ross' P linorioides. Pershore 2005/06 lUIS Plant 
College ol Horticulture, Finder, p. 531. 
Worcestershire, UK. 
'Marshall Hybrids' Developed by Dr. Henry APS Bull. No. 37, 
Marshall of Morden, I 978, p. 35. 
Manitoba, Canada. A APS Bull. No.4 I -2, 
hybrid complex that may 1982, pp. 26-27. 
have included material from 
Scharf and Viehmeyer. 
'Martha Rayc ' A selection by Bruce Meyers APS Bull. No. 30, 
from a Dasanthcra cross of 197l,p. 73. 
I~ mpicolo & P _fi-uticosus 
(probably xI~ davidsonii) so 
called because of extra wide 
mouth, deep rose corolla. 
'Mary's Peak' Came from ACRS seed APS Bull. No. 25, 
labeled 'Mary's Peak'. Little 1965, p. I 72. 
bushy clumps made up of 
needlelike leaves reminiscent 
of some of the Ericopsis. 
'Master Tovel' Listed on jack Goertzen's Jack Goertzen. 
plant list. 
'Masterpiece ' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Maurice Gibbs' Dark purple-red flowers. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Introduced by V. Gibbs p. 119. 
before 1930. 
'Mauve Beauty' A "C;loxinioides" type. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 8. 
'Mauve Hybrid' A form of P rupicola. APS Bull. No. 43- l, 
1984,p.13. 
'Mayhem' No description available. APS Bull. No. 43-l, 
1982, p. 32. 
'Maysnow ' A form of P .fi'uticosus ssp. APS Bull. No. 21, 
SCITIIIUS with cool white 1962,p.44. 
flowers turning ice-blue as 
they die. Roy Davidson. 
'Mercer Yellow' Probably a misnomer for Arrowhead Alpines 
'Mersea Yellow'. Plant List, 1999. 
'Merlin ' Similar to 'Raven'. Beeches Way & James, 1998, 
Nursery, 1995. p. 119. 
'Mersea Yellow' A clone of P. pinif(J!ius. It Bulletin of the Alpine 
occurred as a sport in the Garden Society #230, 
garden of Mr.). Jowers of 1987, 55(4):346. 
West Mersca, England, in 
1979. Distributed by 
Rampart Nursery. 
'Mesa ' A multi-species hybrid APS Bull. No. 30, 
(APS Reg. #6901) combining Habroanthus and 1971, p. 97. 
'Flathead Lake'. Flowers are 1969 APS Registrar. 
reddish purple with deep 
purple guide lines. I1ighly 
resistant to foliage diseases. 
Glenn Vichmeyer, 1969. 
'Mexicali' A 'Mexicana' x 'Sensation' APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
hybrid. Generally has a 1998, p. 8. 
larger corolla than 
'Mexicana'. Developed by 
Bruce Meyers. 
Mexican Hybrids A term used on several 
occasions to represent 
various hybrids developed 
from penstemon species 
from Mexico. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Mexicana ' P parryi x P. palmeri x APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
Mexican species 1998, p. 6. 
(Peltanthera x Fasciculus). 
A Bruce Meyers' hybrid 
complex. 
'Microphyllus' A form of P davidsonii var. APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
menziesii. Prostate rooting 1990, p. 10. 
stems, tiny round leaves and Siskiyou Rare Plant 
violet--blue flowers. Nursery, 1986. 
'Middleton Gem ' A 1~ /Jar/Jatus form (?) APS Bull No. 43-1, 
1984. 
'Middleton Gen.' A P barbatus form (?) APS Bull. No. 30, 
1971,p.97. 
'Midnight' Purple flowering selection. Way & James, 1998, 
May be the same as 'Russian p. 119. 
River'. Also listed as a 
misnomer for 'Stapleford 
Gem'. 
'Midnight Blue' A selection of 1~ strictus. Morningsun Herb 
Farm, 2004 online 
catalog. 
'Minaret Purple' 'Mexicali' type. Purple Ball Horticultural 
11owers. Grows to 36 inches Company. website: 
tall. www.simplybeautiful 
gardens. com. 
'Miniature Bells Mix of 'Mexicali' types. Nicky's Seeds, 2005 
Mixed' online catalog. 
Thompson & Morgan, 
2005 online catalog. 
'Minimus ' A miniature form of P APS Bull. No. 24, 
hirsulus that appeared in 1965, p. 44. 
the garden of Alex Summers 
on Long Island. Very small 
basal mat of tiny leaves; a 
few stems about 3 inches 
high, stiffly upright, light 
violet 11owers. Listed as a 
botanical variety. 
-
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= Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Minnehaha' A dwarf 'Rose Queen', with APS Bull. No. 20, 
stems varying from 6-12 1961, p. 10. 
inches high. The leaves are 
dark olive-green, almost 
round. The sepals arc 
caudate, suggesting true 
P colycosus. 
'Minnie ' A miniature form of P APS Bull. No. 30, 
(APS Reg. 116502) dovidsonii or P mcnziesii. 1971, p. 97. 
Leaves arc very tiny with 1965 APS Registrar. 
flowers that cover the 
mat with blue in late May. 
Boyrie, J 965. 
'Mint Pink' Probably pure P Way & James, 1998, 
mnlj){llllilotus. Mich & pp. 119-120. 
Hazel Brett, Maidstone, 
England, 1 994. 
'Miss Spokane' A big rangy P fi'uticosus, of APS Bull. No. 21, 
a very pleasing lilac blue 1962, p. 46. 
color. Plant is 12-15 inches 
high and will spread to 2 
feet wide. Roy Davidson. 
'Miss Wilson' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
'Missouri' A form/selection of I~ APS Bull. No. 21, 
digitalis. Reported by Claude 1962, p. 102. 
Barr, South Dakota. 
'Misty ' P ji·uticosus near white APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
form. Bruce Meyers. 1998, p. 4. 
'Mixed Hybrids' I~ /Jilrbatus. Wide range of Bluebird Nursery Inc. 
unusual colors. Height to Catalog, 1993, p. 57. 
3 feet. 
'Modesty' Bright red pink flowers. The Royal 
Leaves shiny olive green Horticultural Society, 
tending to fold upwards. 1 991 -93 trials. 
'Moerheim Gem' Clear pink flowers with Way & James, 1998, 
white interiors. Similar to p. 120. 
'Southgate Gem'. Introduced 
by Mocrheim Nursery, 
Nctbcrlands, 1 921. 
'Molly Margaret' No description available. 2001 RHS Plant Finder. 
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Cultivar Description 
'Monarch Strain ' Plant 3-3 1/2 feet high, very 
Mixed vigorous, erect, much 
branched. Leaves arc 
medium green. Introduced 
by Hurst & Son of England. 
'Moody ' Selection from 68-16, (P 
rupico/o x P.fi"uticoSlls) x (P 
lmrrettioe x 1~ .fi"uticosus). 
Upright, deep lavender--blue. 
Listed by Bruce Meyers. 
'Moon ' Blue-purple species collected 
in Idaho. Height of 11h. feet. 
D. Clark, Stamford, NY. 
'Moonglow ' Bruce Meyers' introduction 
of P cuglaucus var. olbus. 
'Mother of Pearl' Lovely pcnstemon that has 
flowers of a soft bluish-pink 
with a pale throat. 
Introduced in 1987 and 
propagated in 1984 by 
IIopleys Nursery, England. 
Mountain Pride Not a cultivar name but a 
general name for 1~ newbcnyi 
ssp. new/Jcrryi. 
'Mountain \,Yind' Probably a misnomer for 
'Mountain \,Yine'. 
'Mountain Wine' No description available. 
Wisley Garden Center, 1990. 
'Mrs. Arthur Sterry ' Introduction from Downie, 
Laird & Laing. Before 1871. 
'Mrs. Blakey' A form of P heterophyllus. 
Seed came from a very fine 
plant growing at Rancho 
Santa Ana Botanical 
Gardens. A possible cross 
with P spectabi/is. 
'Mrs. Golding' A misnomer for 'Madame 
Golding'. 
-
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Source of Information 
APS Bull. No. 30, 
1971, p. 97. 
1972 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
1993 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
APS Bull. No. 29, 
1970, p. 56. 
Way & james, 1998, 
p. 120. 
APS Bull. No. 51-1, 
1992, p. 13. 
Personal 
communication. 
Way & james, 1998, 
p. 153. 
2000 RHS Plant Finder. 
Way & james, 1998, 
p. 22. 
APS Bull. No. 37-2, 
19'79, p. 4'7. 
Way & james, 1998, 
p. 119. 
-
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Mrs. Edward No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
Mathews I 
'Mrs. Greenwood' No description available. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 153. 
'Mrs. Miller' Large scarlet flowers, late Way & James, 1998, 
J1owering. Clive and Cathy p. 120. 
Gandley, 1994. 
'Mrs. Morse' Showy red flowers. Way & James, 1998, 
Introduced by Hopleys p. 120. 
Nursery in 1979. 
'Mrs. Mulford' A P barbatus form or APS Bull. No. l 5, 
hybrid. 1956, p. 7. 
'Mrs. Pat' A rather blue toned shrub APS Bull. No. 30, 
with tiny notched leaves. 1971,p.45. 
Mrs. Harry Doonan. 
'Mrs. R. Clark' Medium flowered hybrid Way & James, 1998, 
from before 1861. Probably p. 26. 
no longer available. 
'Mrs. Rutherford' A color variation of J~ APS Bull. No. 15, 1956, 
ji-uticosus var. scouleri listed p.8. 
by Lohbrunner, Victoria, B.C. 
'Mt. Adams Dwarf' P davidsonii var. davidsonii. APS Bull. No. 53-1, 
Mat foliage 1/2 inch high, 1993, p. 3. 
J1owers 1!1 inch long on 1/2 
inch stems. Rick Lupp, 
Portland, OR. 
'Mt. Aix' T~ procents ssp. tolrniei. A very Mt. Tahoma Nursery 
compact form with bright Catalog, 1996. 
violet flowers held on 2-inch APS Bull. No. 54-1, 
stems. 1995, p. 36. 
'Mt. Shasta' A white-flowered selection APS Bull. No. 31, 
of 1~ newberryi. 1972, p. 59. 
APS Bull. 49-1, 
1990, p. 10. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Mulberry ' A form mentioned by Glenn APS Bull. No. 15, 
Vichmeyer. He says his plants 1956, p. 7. 
originated from Lamb of 
Spokane, who listed it a few 
years ago. It appears to be 
pure 1~ /)(lr/;atus with 
mulberry purple flowers. 
'My Pet' No description available. AI'S Bull. No. 32, 
1973, p. 97. 
'Myddleton Gem ' A bedding type selection Way & James, 1998, 
with small carmine-rose p. 120. 
flowers. Raised by Wallace 
and Co., England, before 
1905. Listed by Forbes in 
1911. 
'Myddleton Red' Same as 'Myddleton Gem' Way & James, 1998, 
p. 121. 
'Myrtle' A 'Ruby King' x P cordif(J!ius APS Bull. No. 19, 
hybrid, made by Mrs. 1960, p. J 5. 
Mackaness, 1960. APS Bull. No. 30, 
1971,p.97. 
'Myrtle' A 1~ mpicola clone. APS Bull. No. 43-2, 
1984, p. 54. 
'Myrtle Hebert' P rupicola clone. Compact Arrowhead Alpines 
and very dieback resistant Plant List, 1999. 
with unusual grey-green APS Bull. No. 53-1, 
foliage & very dark pink 1994, p. 4. 
flowers. 
'Mystica' Rich bronze foliage. Light Ernst Benary of 
lavender flowers, 28-30 America Inc. website: 
inches. Similar to 'Husker www.benary.com. 
Red' penstemon. Introduced 
by Ernst Be nary of America 
Inc., Sycamore, IL. 
'Nada' A selection of 1~ new/Jcrryi, APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
from Siskiyou Rare Plant 1982, p. 32. 
Nursery. 
'Nan' A pink flowering form of APS Bull. No. 24, 
I~ serrulallls. 1965, p. 1 70. 
'Nana' A form or hybrid involving Way & James, 1998. 
I~ /Jar/Jatus. p. 69. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Nana Praecox' Probably a f~m11 or hybrid Way & )ames, I 991\, 
of I~ borbolt!S. p. 69. 
'Nana H.ondo' or A f~m11 of I~ /Jor/;atus. \!\lay & )ames, 1998, 
'Nana Rondo Mix' p. 69. 
'Nan us' A form of P. crirmi!Jcrus. Index I lortcnsis, 1989, 
Also listed as a form of p. 381. 
I~ /Jor/Jotus. W<lY & ]<ll11CS, 1998, 
p. 69. 
~ 
'Navigator IV! ixt urc' ;\ seed propagated line Thompson & Morgan, 
or 'N<wigator' similar to I~ bor/Jaius. 200~5 online catalog. 
Compact. Mixed colors. 2004/0~1 m IS Plant 
Finder. 
'Nelly ' A selcction/f~1rm of 1973 J\PS Seed 
P ji-uticosus. Exchange list. 
'Neve ' A Bruce Meyers' pink form AI'S Bull. No. 29, 
introduction of I~ subscrmtus. 1970, p. 56. 
Sprawly. 
'New llyhrids Mix' Large flowers on vigorous Nicky's Seeds, 2005 
plants. Mixed colors. online catalog. 
'Newberry' Listed by Wayside. Not the APS Bull. No. 21, 
species I~ ncw/Jerryi. Appears I 962, p. 4 7. 
to be mainly P mrdwcllii. 
H.oy Davidson. 
'Newberry Cem' A form or hybrid of APS Bull. No. 15, 
1~ bar/;otus. 1956, p. 7. 
'Newberry Cem Form of 'Newberry Cem '. Way & )ames, I 998, 
Cerise' p. 12]. 
'Newberry Gem Pink' Form of 'Newberry (;em'. vVay & )ames, I 998, 
p. 12!. 
'Newberry (;em Form of 'Newberry Cem'. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Scarlet' p. 12l. 
'Newberry Gem Form of 'Newberry Cem'. Way & ]ames, I 998, 
White ' Bef~1re I 9 I 4. p. 121. 
'Newbury Gem' A E bar/Jatus form with Way & )ames, 1998, 
white, cerise and red flowers. p. I 21. 
Raised by James Backhouse, 
England, before 1900. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information ---
'Newell Pink' Cultivar close to 'Hewell Way & )ames, 1998, 
Pink Beddcr'. p. 122. 
!----~·-~· 
'Night Owl' On jack Cocruen's plant list. jack Cocrtzcn. 
'Nisqually (:ream' I~ proccrus ssp. tolmei. APS Bull. No. 51 ], 
Height 6 inches. Early, sm<lll, 1992, p. 6. 
cream colored flowers. APS Bull. No. 52 l, 
Reported by Shirley Backman 1993, p. l 5. 
as looking great in the garden. 
NNSOJ-337 A form of P idohocnsis. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
\AJhitc Cottage Alpines, East Finder, p. 531. 
Yorkshire, UK. 
NNS Ol-.345 Form of 1~ proccrus. \Aihitc 2005/06 lUIS Plant 
Cottage Alpines, Fast Fimlcr, p. 532. 
Yorkshire, UK. 
NNS 93-5M Selection of 1~ hcterodoxus. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
White Cottage Alpines, East Finder, p. 530. 
Yorkshire, UK. 
NNS 95-407 No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Cotswold Carden Plowers, Finder, p. 532. 
Worcestershire, UK. 
'Noel Rajah' On <111 accession list fi·om Way & )ames, 1998, 
Margery Fish's garden. No p. 126. 
date or details. 
'North Platte Hybrids developed by Glenn APS Bull. No. 17, 
Hybrids' Viehmeyer. Included the 1958, p. 53. 
'Flathead Lake' types with APS Bull. No. 22, 
other miscellaneous species. 1963, p. 43. 
'Oaklca Red' Similar to 'Mrs. Morse'. Way & James, 1998, 
Doddington Nursery, 1991. p. 122. 
'Oaklcigh Red' Variation in spelling for Way & )ames, 1998, 
'Oaklca Red'. p. 122. 
'Oeschberg' No description available. Way & )ames, 1998, 
(;ermany. p. 153. 
'Ohio Sky' Lighter blue form of P vircns. 1 993 APS Seed 
Named by Lynn \ 1\loods. Exchange List. 
'Okley Red' Probably a misnomer for 
'Oaklea Red'. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Old Candy Pink' Bright crimson flowers. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Introduced in 1982 by john p. 122. 
Booth. 
'Old Silk' No description available. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 153. 
2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Old Works' Identified ecotype of P. APS Bull No. 62-2, 
germ plasm eriantherus by the NRCS 2003, pp. 4-7. 
(APS Reg. #030 l) Bridger Plant Materials 2003 APS Registrar. 
Center, Bridger, M'[ 
'Olga' A form of P rupico!a, erect APS Bull. No. 30, 
to decumbent, with large J971,p.97. 
oval leaves and crimson 
red flowers. Anna johnson. 
'Oigae' No description available. APS Bull. No. 30, 
Listed by Saier, 1956. 1971, p. 97. 
'Olinda Pink' P hirsutus form with pink Way & James, 1998, 
flowers. Australia. p. 94. 
'Osborn Strain ' A pure white strain of P APS Bull. No. 2 l, 
digitalis collected by Mrs. 1962, p. 20. 
Thompson in 1960. 
'Osprey' Flowers white with some Way & )ames, 1998, 
pink. Raised by Ron Sidwell, p. 122. 
England, in the 1960's. 
'Overbury' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder. 
Horticulture, \11/orcestershire, Mews Cottage, 2005. 
UK. 
'Ozark' Unknown species but APS Bull. No. 6, 
probably J~ cobaea. Purple 1948, pp. 28, 30. 
and pink blossoms 
sprinkled with silver and 
marked throat lines. 
'Ozark Purple' Same as P cobaea var. APS Bull. No. l 5, 
(Ozarkia) purpureus. 1956, p. 8. 
'P&Cl50' Feebers Hardy Plants, 2005/06 RI-JS Plant 
Devon, England. Finder. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Papal Purple' Habit is a low mound. Way & James, 1998, 
Exterior of tube reddish p. 122. 
violet. Introduced in 1981 
by Paul Picton, England. 
'Parishii' A hybrid between P APS Bull. No.7, 
centramhifolius and J~ 1949, p. 50. 
spectabilis that occurred 
in the Rancho Santa Ana 
Botanical Gardens. It is quite 
variable in depth of Hower 
color and growth habit. 
'Park Garden' Reported to be similar to Way & James, 1998, 
'Thorn'. Perhill Nurseries, p. 122. 
England, 1992. 
'Parn1a' A P davidsonii var. menziesii APS Bull. No. 30, 
hybrid of long trailing habit, 19'71, p. 98. 
with gray glaucous toothed 
leaves and deep violet 
Howers. Roy Davidson. 
'Party Dress ' Spikes of purple-pink Terra Nova Nurseries. 
Howers. Mounding, to 25 website: 
inches tall by 24 inches www.terranovanur 
wide. Introduced by ·rerra series. com. 
Nova Nurseries. 
'Pat' Collected by Pat Ballard in APS Bull. No. 21, 
(APS Reg. #6201) the Lake Keechelus area in 1962, p. 53. 
WAin 1951. A suspected 1962 APS Registrar. 
hybrid between 1~ rupicola 
and P fruticosus, making a 
gray green mound some l 0 
inches high. Leaves lightly 
glaucous with rosy red 
Howers. 
'Pat Ballard' A P ji-uticosus selection. APS Bull. No. 3l, 
1972, p. 63. 
'Patio Bells Pink' No description available. 2004/05 lU-IS Plant 
Finder. 
'Patio Bells Red' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
'Yapbred' Finder. 
'Patio Bells Shell' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Wisley Plant Center, Surrey, Finder, p. 531. 
UK. 
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'Patio Coral' Rose colored flowers, Way & )ames, 1998, 
drooping plants. Introduced p. 122. 
in 1995 by Royal Sluis. 
'Patio Pearl' Accidental misnomer for Way & James, 1998, 
'Patio Pink'. p. 123. 
'Patio Pink' J\ sport of 'Pink Endurance'. Way & James, 1998, 
Introduced in 1994 by p. 123. 
Royal Sluis. 
'Patio Shell' A pink flowered upright Way & James, 1998, 
plant. Introduced in 1995 p. 123. 
by Royal Sluis. 
'Patio Swirl' No description available. 2004/05 lUIS Plant 
Finder. 
'Patio Wine ' Magenta lobes and white Way & james, 1998, 
throat. Introduced in 1995 p. 123. 
by Royal Sluis. 
'Paul Schiknhol;.er' See 'Schiienholzeri'. Way & )ames, 1998, 
p. 131. 
'Paulette' On Jack Goertzen's plant Jack Goertzen. 
list. No other information 
about the source is available. 
'PCH 147' & 'PCH 148' Originally collected on Cerro Garden Plants Nursery. 
Also reported to be Potosi, Mexico, in 1994. Lax, 
marketed as branching stems bearing 
'Potossii', 'Leonensis', tubular, white flowers heavily 
'Aztec Cem' & 'Lilac marked purple on top. 
Frost'. Height to 18 inches. 
1Pcaccr No description available. The Royal 
Horticultural Society 
Herbarium. 
'Peacock' A superior blue 'Flathead APS Bull. No. 30, 
(APS Reg. #5920) Lake' derivative with many 1971, p. 98. 
large flowers and sturdy 1959 J\PS Registrar. 
sulks. Schmidt, 1959. 
'Pearl' No description available. 2004/05 RI-IS Plant 
Finder. 
'Peirsonii' Cross between P grinne/lii APS Bull. No. 14-1, 
and 1~ speciosus, f(nmd on 1955, pp. 34, 254. 
dry slopes, Mt. Pinos, Ventura 
County, CA, at 5,900 feet. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Pen bow ' Equal to 'jean Grace'. Byrne 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Bowles. Finder, p. 531. 
'Pennington Gem ' A good pink cultivar in Way & James, 199il, 
England. Introduced by p. 134. 
Forbes in 1934. 
'Pensham Amelia No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
jane' Finder, p. 531. 
'Pen sham No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Anniversary ' Pershore Plant Raisers. 
'Pen sham A ran Belle' No description available. 2005/06 IU1S Plant 
Wear's Nursery, Oxfordshire, Finder, p. 531. 
UK. 
'Pensham Arctic Bright fuchsia pink red. APS Bull. No. 60- l, 
Sunset' European hybrid from 2001, p. 20. 
(APS Reg. #2002) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Arctic Fox ' No description available. 2004/05 Rl1S Plant 
Finder. 
'Pensham Avon belle ' Rich purple tube, pale APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
(APS Reg. #2003) throat. European hybrid 200l,p.21. 
from Mexican species. 2000 APS Registrar. 
Edward Wilson, Pershore, 
England. 
'Pensham Barbara Rich magenta, white edge. APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
Dixon' European hybrid from 2001,p.21. 
(APS Reg. #2004) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershorc, England. 
'nsham Bilbcrry No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
l!ce' Finder. 
'Pcnsham Blackberry No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Icc ' Finder, p. 531. 
'Pcnsham Blueberry No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Icc ' Finder. 
'Pcnsham Bow Bells' Purple flowers, mauve throat. APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
(APS Reg. #2005) European hybrid from 200l,p.2l. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Vvilson, Pcrshore, England 
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'Pensham Capricorn Peach pink, cream throat. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Moon ' European hybrid from 2001' p. 21. 
(APS Reg. #2006) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Cardinal' Deep cardinal red. European APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
(APS Reg. #2007) hybrid from Mexican species. 2001,p.2l. 
Edward Wilson, Pershore, 2000 APS Registrar. 
England. 
'Pensham Cassis No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Royale' Finder. 
'Pensham Large red currant flowers. APS Bull. No. 60 l, 
Celebration' European hybrid from 2001, p. 21. 
(APS Reg. #2008) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, l'ershore, England. 
'Pcnsham Charles Fluorescent red. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Romer' hybrid from Mexican species. 2001,p.2l. 
(APS Reg. #2009) Edward Wilson, Pershore, 2000 APS Registrar. 
England. 
'Pensham Choir Boy' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Pensham Claret' Deep claret flowers. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Reg. #2010) European hybrid from 20()1, p. 22. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Czar' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Finder, p. 531. 
'Pensham Daybreak' Peach shading to pink. APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
(APS Reg. #2011) European hybrid fi·om 2001, p. 22. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pensham The Dean's Rich damson bell. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Damson' hybrid from Mexican 2001, p. 22. 
(APS Reg. #20 12) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Dorothy Pale lilac blue. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Wilson' hybrid from Mexican 2001' p. 22. 
(APS Reg. #2013) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Edith No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Biggs' Finder. 
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'Pensham Eleanor No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
(Elanor) Young' Pcrshorc Plant Raisers. 
'Pensham Fields' Raspberry pink flowers. APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
(APS Reg. #20 14) European hybrid from 2001' p. 22. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, l'ershorc, England. 
'Pensham Freshwater Pale pink flowers. European APS Bull. No. 60- 1, 
Pearl' hybrid from Mexican 2001, p. 22. 
(APS Reg. #20 15) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pcrshore, England. 
'Pcnsham Great Lilac trumpet, white throat. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Expectations' European hybrid from 2001, p. 20. 
(APS Reg. #2016) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pcnsham Just Jayne' Pale magenta. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Reg. #20 17) hybrid from Mexican species. 2001, p. 23. 
Edward Wilson, Pershore, 2000 APS Registrar. 
England. 
'Pensham Kay No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Burton ' Finder. 
'Pensham Laura ' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Pershore Plant Raisers. 
'Pensham No description available. 2005/06 lUIS Plant 
Loganberry lee ' Finder, p. 531. 
'Pensham Malvern Deep purple. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Springs ' hybrid from Mexican 2001, p. 23. 
(APS Reg. #2018) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Marjorie Deep cerise pink. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Lewis' hybrid from Mexican 2001, p. 23. 
(APS Reg. #2019) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Mischief' Very pale chiffon pink. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Reg. #2020) European hybrid from 2001, p. 23. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Miss Mauve pink flowers. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Wilson ' European hybrid from 2001, p. 23. 
(APS Reg. #2021) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pershorc, England. 
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'Pensham Petticoat' Large white, pink edging. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Rcg./12022) European hybrid from 2001' p. 23. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
\<\Tilson, Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Plum Dark lilac blue. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Dandy' hybrid from Mexican 2001) p. 24. 
(APS Reg. #2023) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pcrshorc, England. 
'Pcnsham Plum Burgundy 11owers. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
]crkum , hybrid fi·OJn Mexican 2001, p. 24. 
(APS Reg. 112024) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
l'crshorc, England. 
'Pcnsham Prolific' Burgundy, white throat. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Reg. lt202S) European hybrid from 2001) p. 24. 
Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
\;\iilson, Pershorc, England. 
'Pensham Raspberry No description available. 2004/0S lUIS Plant 
lee' Finder. 
'Pensham Son Very deep purple. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
of Raven' hybrid from rvlcxican 2001, p. 24. 
(APS Reg. #2026) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershorc, England. 
'Pensham St. James ' Fluorescent red. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Reg. #2027) hybrid li·01n Mexican 2001' p. 24. 
species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershorc, England. ' 
'Pcnsham Thybcrry No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Icc' Pershorc Plant Raisers. 
'Pcnsham Tiger Coral pink. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Belle Coral' hybrid fi·om Mexican 2001, p. 24. 
(APS Reg. #2028) species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershore, England. 
'Pensham Tiger Rose pink, pale throat. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Belle Rose' European hybrid fi·om 2001, p. 24. 
(APS Reg. #2029) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pcrshore, England. 
'Pensham Twilight' Rich cranberry. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
(APS Reg. #2030) hybrid from Mexican 200], p. 25. 
species. Edward Wilson, 2000 APS Registrar. 
Pershorc, England. 
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Cnltivar Description Source of Information 
'Pensham Victoria Bright mauve. European APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Plum ' hybrid from Mexican 2001, p. 25. 
(APS neg./12031) species. Fdward Vvilson, 2000 APS Rcgist rar. 
Pcrshorc, England. 
'Pensham \Vedding Buttermilk to ivory in color. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Bells ' European hybrid fi·om 2001, p. 25. 
(;\PS Reg.II2(B2) Mexican species. Edward 2000 APS Registrar. 
Wilson, Pcrshorc, England. 
'Pcnsham Wedding No description available. 2005/06 IU IS Plant 
I lay ' Finder, p. ~)32. 
'Pcrrins Red' No description available. 2005/06 Rl!S Plant 
Barnsdale Gardens, Finder, p. 532. 
Cheshire, UK. 
'Pcrshorc No description available. 2005/06 Rl JS Plant 
Anniversary ' Pcrshorc College of Finder, p. 532. 
I Jorticulture, \Vorceslcrshirc, 
UK. 
~-
'Pershore Carnival' Red lobes and white throat. Way & )ames, 1998, 
From Pershorc College of p. 124. 
Horticulture, \tVorcestcrshirc, 
UK, 1998. 
'Pcrshore Fanbre' Lilac colored tubes and white Way & )ames, l 998, 
throat. From Pcrshore College p. 124. 
of Horticult urc, 
Worccstcrshire, UK, in 1998. 
'Pcrshorc Festival' No description available. 2005/06 lUIS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder, p. 532. 
1-Iorticulturc, \Vorccstcrshirc, 
UK. 
'Pershore Pink' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Pcrshore College of 
llorticulture, Worcestcrshire, 
UK. 
'Pcrshorc Pink Pink and white flowers with Way & )ames, 1998, 
Necklace ' special mouth markings. p. 124. 
3-4 feel tall. From Pcrshorc 
College of Horticulture, 
Worccstershire, UK, 1995. 
'Peter Catt' A selection of J~ bor/Jotus. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Southon Plants, Surrey, Finder, p. 529. 
'===·· 
England 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Petite' No description available. APS Bull. No. 32, 
From Garden Place Nursery. 1973, p. 63. 
'Petite Bouquet' or This cultivar is listed as both GardenCuides.com. 
'Petite Bouquet Mixed' I~ barbatus and P strict us in Seed Shop; Specialty 
the nursery trade. Perennials, 2005 
online catalogs. 
'Phare' A short form of 'Le Phare'. Way & James, I 998, 
p. 124. 
'Phyllis' Cross listed as 'Evelyn'. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 124. 
'Pikes Peak Purplc'TM Cross between Mexican & American Nurseryman 
American wild penstemon. Magazine, December 
Narrow, dark green leaves and 15, 1998, Vol. 188:12, 
violet-purple flowers. 15 p. 74. 
inches tall x 12 inches wide. 
Developed by Bruce Meyers. 
Introduced by Plant Select. 
'Pilitas Pink' A form of P parishii. (Not a Las Pilitas Nursery, 
true species). 2005 online catalog. 
'Pink' P davidsonii var. menziesii. Mt. 'J11homa Nursery 
Height 2 inches. Huge soft Catalog, 1996. 
pink flowers cover 
exceptional foliage in spring. 
'Pink' P procerus ssp. tolmei. Height Mt. T~1homa Nursery 
3 inches. An unusual, lovely Catalog, 1996. 
soft pink form. 
'Pink Beauty' Listed by Pearce & others. New Illustrated 
"Airy sprays of pure pink, Encyclopedia of 
from June to autumn. A Gardening, 1960. 
delight-full winter p. I4l7. 
hardiness-30 inches." A APS Bull. No. 5, 
P. /Jar!Jatus selection. 1948, p. 23. 
'Pink Beddcr' Same as 'Hewell Pink Way & James, I 998, 
Bedder'. Raised at Hewell p. 113. 
Grange and introduced by 
Forbes in 1914. 
'Pink Blush' No description available. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 153. 
'Pink Cap' Pink P cardwellii. 1973 APS Seed 
Exchange List. 
'Pink Cardinal' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
-
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'Pink Cba) 1s No description available. Le Jardin de Beatrice, 
Terra Nova Nurseries. 2005 website: 
jardiniere. net. 
'Pink Charming ' A form of J~ fruticosus. APS Bull. No. 29, 
1970, p. 68. 
'Pink Cloud' Very similar to 'Pennington Way & )ames, 1998, 
Gem'. New Zealand & p. 125. 
Australia. 
'Pink Clouds' Synonym of 'Pink Cloud'. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 125. 
'Pink Dawn I P digitalis from Brent APS Bull. No. 61-1, 
(APS Reg. #0101) Horvath, Intrinsic Perennial 2002, p. 18. 
Gardens, Hebron, IL. 2001 APS Registrar. 
'Pink Dragon I Has P rupicola and J~ APS Bull. No. 42-2, 
ji-uticosa in its background. 1983, p. 34. 
Raised by Jack Drake, APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
Scotland, before 1983. 1990, p. 12. 
Way & James, 1998, 
p. 125. 
'Pink Dust' Cross of J~ ji-uticosus, P APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
davidsonii, 1~ mpicola and 1990, p. 11. 
I~ rupico/a 'Albus'. Gray 
rounded foliage with a 
heavy waxy light pink 
bloom. Mark McDonough, 
Jeanie Vesall. 
'Pink Elf' A form of J~ /;arbatus. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 7. 
'Pink Endurance I A Horiferous pink cultivar Way & James, 1998, 
introduced by Blooms of p. 125. 
Bressingham, Norfolk, 
England, 1970. 
'Pink Fairy' A smaller form of 'Rose APS Bull. No. 21, 
Queen', Howers pink. Ralph 1962, p. 21. 
Bennett. 
'Pink Form' Listed as both P rupicola APS Bull. No. 43-l, 
and P ji-uticosa spp. 1984, p. 13. 
scoulcri forms. 
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'Pink Holly ' Cross of P fi'uticosus, I~ APS Bull. No. 49- i, 
davidsonii, P rupico/11 and 1990, p. 11. 
1~ rupicola 'Albus'. Foliage is 
toothed and has a waxy 
bluish cast. Flowers arc 
bright pink. Mark 
McDonough. 
'Pink Hybrid' Listed as a P rupicola form. APS Bull. No. 43-1, 
1984, p. 13. 
'Pink Icc ' No description available. Way & James, 1998, 
Hillview Hardy Plants, p. 153. 
England. 
'Pink Lady' A pink 'White Fairy', 15-20 APS Bull. No. 20, 
inches high. Leaves distinctly 1961' p. 11. 
lighter than the average in 
1~ digitalis and very definite 
yellowish green, with almost 
as much yellow in them as 
green. Flowers pale pink. 
'Pink Misery' A selection of l~ fi'uticosus. APS Bull. No. 24, 
1965,p. 171. 
'Pink Picotee' No description available. Susan Grayer, lU-IS. 
'Pink Profusion' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Ravensthore Nursery, Finder, p. 532. 
Northamptonshire, UK. 
'Pink Rock' No description available. APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
1982, p. 32. 
'Pinky' P rupicola xI~ davidsonii APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
natural hybrid - pink. 1998, p. 4. 
Bruce Meyers. 
'Pinstripe' A good tall 'Flathead Lake ' APS Bull. No. 23, 
hybrid with pink flowers. 1964, p. 27-C. 
Immune to spotting and 
stem leaf rust. Case selection. 
'Pixie' A I~ rupicola dwarf form, APS Bull. No. 25, 
with rose-pink flowers. I 966, p. 173. 
'Plum Jerkum' No description available. May Mews Cottage, 2005. 
be the same as 'Pensham 
Plum Jerkum'. 
-
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'Pollard Hybrids' Sec description under 
'Utah State'. 
'Port Wine ' Lobes reddish purple. Way & James, 1998, 
Throat white. P.J. Foley, p. 125. 
Holden Clough Nursery 
in the late 1970s. 
'Powis Castle ' Similar to 'Port \!\Tine'. Way & James, 1998. 
Perhill Nurseries, l 992. p. 125. 
'Pozo Pink' A form of P. parishii. Las Pilitas Nursery, 
2005 online catalog. 
'Praecox' A form of P. lmrbatus, Hortus III, 1976, 
early flowering. p. 838. 
'Praecox Nana' From England. Looks just APS Bull. No. 30, 
like 'Flathead Lake'. Listed Dec., l 971, p. 98. 
as a J~ bar/Jatus type. Ralph 
Bennett's list. 
'Prairie Bells' An improved form of 'Seeba APS Bull. No. 30, 
Hybrid', introduced by 1971,p.98. 
Interstate Nurseries. 
Developed by Glenn 
Viehmeyer. 
'Prairie Dawn ' A multi-species hybrid, 12-28 APS Bull. No. 24, 
(APS Reg. #6903) inches tall. Flowers pale, clear 1965, p.] 7. 
pink, non-secund. Glenn 1969 APS Registrar. 
Viehmcyer, 1969. 
'Prairie Dusk' A selection from a progeny of APS Bull. No. 19, 
(APS Reg. #6101) 'Flathead Lake' xI~ strictus, 1960, p. 14. 
with deep purple or violet APS Bull. No. 20, 
flowers of shark's head shape. 1961, p. 18. 
Strongly upright and docs 1961 APS Registrar. 
not lodge, up to 2 feet high. 
Foliage dark green, forming a 
persistent basal mat. I·!as a 
high degree of disease 
resistance and is long lived at 
North Platte. Clcnn Vichmcyer. 
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'Prairie Fire' A cross of 'Flathead Lake' and APS Bull. No. 20, 
(APS Reg. #58()1) 'Seeba Hybrid'. Has evergreen 1961, p. 6. 
foliage, strong stems and 1958 APS Registrar. 
bright red flowers. 
Represents a crossing of four 
different botanical sections of 
the genus. Glenn Viehmeyer. 
'Prairie jewel''~'" I~ grandiflorus population. APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Plant Select Program of 2000, p. 10. 
Colorado. 
'Prairie Jewels' From Park Seed Co. May be APS Bull. No. 31, 
incorrect name. 1972, p. 63. 
'Prairie Palette' 1~ grandiflorus. Mixed colors. HortScience, 1999, 
(APS Reg. #980 I) University of Nebraska- 34(2):368-369. 
Lincoln release, Dale 1998 APS Registrar. 
Lindgren, 1998. 
'Prairie Pride' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Prairie Snow' A cultivated strain of P. HortScience, 1990, 
(APS Reg. #9001) gmndiflorus with white 25(4):489. 
flowers. University of 1990 APS Registrar. 
Nebraska-! ,incoln release, 
Dale Lindgren. 
'Prairie Splendor' P. co/Jaea X P. triflorus. HortScience, 1993, 
(APS Reg. #9301) Mixed colors. University of 28( 12): 1194-1195. 
Nebraska-Lincoln release, 1993 APS Registrar. 
Dale Lindgren. 
'Prairie Sunset' No description available. APS Bull. No. 23, 
1964, p. 75. 
'Primrose Thomas ' No description available. Way & James, I 998, 
p. 153. 
'Princess Elizabeth' A large red and white APS Bull. No. 30, 
flowered bedding type 1971, p. 98. 
plant. A 1~ barbatus form? 
'Princess Rose' A seedling of 'Flathead Lake'. APS Bull. No. 30, 
(APS Reg. #5921) A sturdy, showy plant with 1971,p.98. 
many stems and large rose- 1959 APS Registrnr. 
colored flowers. Schmidt, 1959. 
'Prinz Daniel' Light yellow form of J~ Way & James, 1998, 
uarbatus. German origin. p. 125. 
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'Priory Purple' A deep purple flowered Way & James, 1998, 
cultivar and good habit. p. 125. 
Hunt's Court Nursery, 
England, 1991. 
'Prof. Kippenburg ' On Jack Goertzen's plant Jack Goertzen. 
list. No description available. 
'Pulchellus ' A form of P humilis. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
Purdyi A subspecies of P APS Bull. No. 30, 
heterophyllus 1971,p.98. 
'Purity ' Pure white form of I~ APS Bull. No. 21, 
fi'uticosus. Myrtle Hebert. 1962, p. 77. 
'Purple And White ' Described for "Gloxinioides " Way & James, 1998, 
types. Bright purple and p. 126. 
white trumpet flowers that 
repeat blooms all summer. 
'Purple Bedder' Described as a J~ cobaea x P Way & James, 1998, 
hartwegii purple hybrid with p. 126. 
white throat. Introduced by 
Forbes in 1954. 
'Purple Cap ' P fruticosus x P davidsonii APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
natural hybrid-deep purple. 1998, p. 4. 
From Cloud Cap, Mt. Hood, 
OR. Bruce Meyers. 
'Purple Dragon' No description available. Bernwode Plants, 
2005 online plant list. 
'Purple Gem ' A P. cobaea x P. hartwegii APS Bull. No. 38-2, 
cross. Also listed as I~ 1979, p. 30. 
fruticosus. Index Hortensis, 
1989, p. 381. 
'Purple Haze' A selection of P fruticosus American Nurseryman 
(APS Reg. #92()1) with mauve-purple flowers Magazine, Feb. 15, 
about 11/z inches long during 1992. 
late spring. Sporadic 1992 APS Registrar. 
summer blooms. Dark green 
toothed leaves. Released by 
University of British 
Columbia Botanical Garden. 
'Purple Lace' No description available. Way & )ames, 1998, 
p. 153. 
-
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!----· 
'Purple Passion' Rich purple trumpets with Way & )ames, I 'J9K, 
white throats. Blooms June p. 126. 
through July. llcight 21l-30 
inches. Introduced by B<1Y 
Bloom Nurseries, 'Jiwranga, 
New Zealand, in 1989. 
--
'Purple Sea' No description available. 2001 RHS Plant Finder. 
·-· --------------
'Purple Tiger' Large, compact, upright Joy Creek Nursery 
shrub with flowers that ( :atalog, 1996, 2000. 
appear midway between 
'Blue Midnight' & 'Sour 
Crapcs'. Flower throats arc 
striped, intense purple. 
'Purple Whitcthroat' Probably a form of Way & James, 199K, 
'Wh itethroat'. p. 139. 
'Purpureus' A form of P hirsutus. Also 1-lortus Ill, 1976, p. 
a form of P digitolis. 840. 200:1/06 Rl IS 
Plant Finder. 
'Purpureus Albus' A synonym for 'Countess Way & J<1mcs, 1 'J'JK, 
of Dalkcith'. p. 126. 
'Pygmacus' Published as a botanical APS Bull. No. 30, 1 'J71, 
variety of P hirsutus in p. 9K. 
Pll)'.J:.Q.)Qgi;L Vol. 9, No.2. A 
low mat only 1 or 2 inches 
in height, with countless 
basal leaves, the m<lt getting 
up to a foot across. Flowers 
pale violet to rarely purple, 
on short stems that usually 
rise at an acute angle, almost 
prostrate, the whole plant not 
over 4 inches high. There seems 
to be no gradation between it 
and the typical form. Comes 
SO'Y<J true Ji·om seed. Fine for 
rock crevices in a rock garden. 
'Pygmy Rose' Probably J~ hirsutus var. APS Bull. No. 30, 
pygmocus. Listed by Interstate l97l,p.98. 
Nurseries. 
-
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~-).Mitchell' Multiple species parents. APS Bull. No. 651, 
(APS Reg. #0502) Flower color is orchid, f1ding p. 50. 
to white, with white throat and 2005 AI'S Registrar. 
guidelines absent. Plant 80 
centimeters in height. john Lee. 
---------·--·-- --
']babe I lybrid' A pale flowered diploid strain APS Bull. No. 1~1, 
of~~ co/Jom. 1955, p. :n8. 
APS Bull. No. 1:5, 
1956, p. 156. 
'Rachel's Dance ' Form of I~ digitalis. Bright Sunny Border 
purple-red foliage with Nurseries, Inc. 
mahogany red stems. \'\lhite 
flowers with a hint of pink. 
Crows to 20 inches. 
'Rainbow ' A specially selected form of APS Bull. No. 24, 
the 'Sensation I lybrids' with 1965, p. 166. 
larger 11owers and a better AI'S Bull. No. 30, 
color range. Park Seed Co. 1971, p. 98. 
'Rainbow Ribbons' A form of 'Flathead Lake'. APS Bull. No. 30, 
Ralph Bennett's list. 1971, p. 98. 
f.--· 
'Rajah' Strong resemblance to Way & james, 1998, 
'Firebird'. Barr's, 'H1plow, p. 126. 
England, 1934. 
'Ralph Bennett' A tall 'Flathead Lake' hybrid APS Bull. No. 23, 
with deep blue and reddish 1964, p. 27 -C. 
throat flowers. APS Bull. No. 23, 
1964, p. 1 I 0. 
'Rampart White' P davidsonii var. mcnzicsii. Mt. 'H1homa Nursery 
Height 2 inches. Beautiful Catalog, 1996. 
white hm11. 
'Rare' Form of 1~ lmrrettiac. APS Bull. No. 15, 
Described as a deep pink 1956, p. 7. 
variant of the usual lavender. 
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'Raspberry Flair' Lush, compact with very dense Joy Creek Nursery, 
bloom spikes covered with 2005 online catalog. 
vivid three-colored blooms. 
Lavender-purple lips surround 
pristine white throats streaked 
with deep raspberry. Blooms 
are I inch wide with a 11/z inch 
tube. Height 21h--3 inches. 
Zones 7-9. 
'Raspberry Icc' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Probably the same as 
'Pcnsham Raspberry Icc'. 
'Raspberry Ripple' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Raspberry Wine' A Joy Creek 2005 introduction. Joy Creek Nursery, 
Plant upright and compact. 2005 online plant list. 
Flowers like 'Wine Kissed'. 
'Ratatouille' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Patsy Hinton. 
'Raven ' Very handsome stately spikes joy Creek Nursery 
of large, dark purple-red Catalog, 1999. 
blooms. Raised by Ron Sidwell, Way & )ames, 1998, 
Evesham, England, no later p. 126. 
than 1970. 
'Razzle Dazzle ' Narrow foliage with mid-sized, Joy Creek Nursery 
open-mouthed flowers that are Catalog, 1999. 
uniformly hot red. Perhill Way & )ames, 199/l, 
Nurseries, England, 1995. p. 126. 
RCB/ArgV-1 No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Coatswold Garden Flowers, Finder, p. 529. 
Worcestershire, England. 
RCB/MO A-7 No description available. 2005/06 lUIS Plant 
Coatswold c;arden Flowers, Finder, p. 529. 
Worcestershire, England. 
'Red Ace ' Large red flowers. Norwell Way & )ames, 199/l, 
Nurseries, 1994. p. 126. 
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'Red Cliff' An especially nice form, Colorado Alpines, lnc. 
probably of J~ strictus. Grows Catalog, 1993. 
16 inches tall with large bright 
violet-purple flowers. 
'Red Coat' No description available. Way & james, 1998, 
New Zealand. p. 153. 
'Red Emperor ' Red flowers and robust Way & james, 1998, 
growth. Marwood llill p. 127. 
Gardens, England, 1987. 
'Red Ensign ' Australia. No description Way & james, 1998, 
available. pp. 59, 153. 
'Red Form ' A form of P fi'uticosa var. lndex Hortensis, 1989, 
(May not be a true scouleri. p. 381. 
cultivar name) 
'Red Knight' Trumpet shaped red f1owers. Way & james, 1998, 
1991 RHS Plant Finder. p. 127. 
'Red Knight No.2' Large red trumpeted cultivar. Way & james, 1998, 
1991 RHS Plant Finder. p. 127. 
'Red Lassen' A form of J~ newbenyi. APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
Selected by Phyllis Gustafson july, 1990, p. I 0; 
on Mt. Lassen at 7,000-8,000 Siskiyou Rare Plant 
feet. Narrow throated cherry Nursery, 1991 catalog. 
red f1owers, with fuzzy yellow 
anthers. 
'Red Queen' Introduced by llunts Court National Council for 
Garden, England. the Conservation of 
Plants and Gardens, 
2005 online website. 
'Red Rocks'~'" Cross between Mexican and American Nurseryman 
American wild penstemon. Magazine, December 
Narrow dark-green leaves & 15, 1998, Vol. 188:12, 
bright rose f1owers. 15 inches pp. 74-75. 
tall x 12 inches wide. 
Developed by Bruce Meyers. 
Introduced by Plant Select. 
'Red Scarlet' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Seaford Gardens, Co., Down, Finder, p. 532. 
Ireland. 
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'Red Sea' Lobes bright rose red. Bred f(Jr Way & )ames, 199R, 
large pot culture. Released in p. 127. 
1998 by A. 'L Yates. 
'Red Star' A form of J~ digitalis. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 127. 
'Red '1\·umpet' Used in a cross as a parent by APS Bull. No. 56 -1, 
Jim Ault. No description 1997,p.43. 
available. 
'Regality' A controlled cross by James APS Bull. No. 15, 
Fleming. Female parent 1956, p. 8. 
'Camet' and the male parent 
P barlmtus 'Rose Elf'. Plant 
18-24 inches high, 
inflorescence 3-10 inches high, 
flowers 11/2 inches across, 
tubular with large lips, purple 
red. Blooms all summer, docs 
not spread. Not dependably 
hardy. 
'Regina' Selection of P heterophyllus. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 73. 
'Rich Purple' A tall plant with showy purple Way & James, 1998, 
flowers. Cottage Garden pp. 127-128. 
Plants, 1994. 
'Rich Ruby' Wine red flowers. 18 inches Way & James, 1998, 
tall. Blooms )ul-Sep. 1998 p. 128. 
EKR Plant Finder. 
'Richfield Selection' Selection of E eatonii released High Country Gardens 
by the Soil Conservation online catalog. 
Service's Plant Materials 
Center in Aberdeen, !D. 
'Richulatus' Bruce Meyers cross labeled as 1972 APS Seed 
68--86, P. richardsonii x P. Exchange List. 
sermlatus. 
'Ridgeway Red' Bright rose flowers. From Way & James, 1998, 
Pershore College of p. 128. 
Horticulture, Vl/orcestcrshire, 
UK, 1993. Vera Memberson. 
-
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'Rim Rock' Unknown species 12 inches 1993 APS Seed 
tall. Collected in Montana. Exchange List. 
D. Clark, Stamford, NY. 
'Rimrock Special' A form of P fi'uticosus APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
collected ncar Rimrock Lake, 1982, p. 37. 
WA. Offered for sale by 
Hillview Perennials, 
Kennewick, WA. 
'Robin Hood' No description available. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 153. 
'Rochrslev ' A form of P heterophyllus Way & James, 1998, 
from Denmark. p. 128. 
'Roerslcr ' Probably the same as 
'Roehrslev'. 
'Roezlii' A Dasanthera hybrid, APS Bull. No. 32, 
incorrectly named in England. 1973, p. 11 I. 
Glaucous, blue green mats of APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
small acute leathery leaves 1982, p. 65. 
with narrow pink flowers. 
Possibly 1~ i!leti/S (?). 
'Ron Sidwell' White throat and pink Way & )ames, 1998, 
flowered. p. 128. 
'Rondo' A mix of J~ barbatus hybrid Listed in many 
plants. Mixed colors of pink, catalogs. 
lavender, purple and blues. 
Height of about 2 feet. 
'Roothan ' A selected clone of P ellipticus APS Bull. No. 21, 
with darker colored flowers 1962, p. 44. 
than usual. A medium lilac 
blue flower. A refined trailer, 
with lustrous green leaves, 
quite free flowering, repeating 
in h1ll. Plant 3-4 inches high, 
15-18 inches wide. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Rosa' Reported as a variant of P APS Bull. No. 51-5, 
wrdwellii by Connie Marsch, 1992, p. 21. 
Sunnyside, WA. 
'Rosa Belton' No description available. Way & James, 1998, 
New Zealand. p. 153. 
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'Rosaline' A I~ tu/Jaeflorus xI~ co!Jaea APS Bull. No. 30, 
hybrid by Mayfair Nurseries. 197l,p.99. 
'Rose Blush' Name change from 'Rosy Way & James, I 998, 
Blush'. p. 128. 
'Rose Elf' A low growing horticultural APS Bull. No.9, 1951, 
hybrid of 'Flathead Lake', sold p. 91. 
by Lamb and formerly 
1 ntersta te. 
'Rose Fairy' A smaller form of 'Rose APS Bull. No. 21, I 962, 
Queen'. Not as tall, leaves p. 21. 
smaller, flowers rose. Ralph 
Bennett. 
'Rose Queen' Suspected hybrid of P I 959 APS Registrar. 
(APS Reg. #5914) m/ycosus x P digitalis. 
Combines flower shape of P. 
digitalis with color of P 
calycosus. Ralph Bennett. 
'Rose Red' A luscious, medium red Judy's Perennials. 
"Gloxinioides" type being 
offered by judy's Perennials. 
judy Wigand. 
Rosea A form of J~ rupico/a. The Roy Davidson. 
clone in commerce has APS Bull. No. 6, I 948, 
glaucous green leaves and p. 6. 
light pink flowers on a matted 
plant, procumbent in habit. 
Starker-Flint. 
'Roseocampanulatus' A selection of P. barbatus. 2006 RHS Online 
Plant Finder. 
Roscus A form of P camptmulall/s. Index llortcnsis, 
I 989, p. 383. 
2001 lUIS Plant 
Finder. 
Rose us A form of 1~ .~lo/;er. Way & james, 1998, 
pp. 62, 67. 
APS Bull. No. 9, 
195l,p.8. 
Rose us A form of E barbatus with Hortus Ill, 1976, 
rose-pink flowers. p. 838. 
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-Rose us A form of 1~ cardwellii. Siskiyou Rare Plant 
Abundant deep rose pink Nursery, 1986 catalog. 
flowers. APS Bull. No. 47, 
1988, p. 13. 
Rose us A form of 1~ hirsutus. Hortus Ill, 1976, 
p. 840. 
Roseus A form of 1~ rupicola. Hortus Ill, 1976, 
p. 842. 
'Rosey' P mpico/a x 1~ .fmticosus x P APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
davidsonii- natural hybrid. 1982, p. 32. 
Bruce Meyers. APS Bull. No. 57-2, 
1998, p. 3. 
'Rosey Halo ' Cross of 1~ cardwcllii and 1~ APS Bull. No. S4-1, 
mpicola by Grahame Ware. 199S, p. 26. 
'Rosy Blush' Flowers bright rose toning to Way & James, 1998, 
creamy white. George p. 128. 
Stapleton, England, before 
1991. 
'Rosy Gem ' lvledium--flowered hybrid, Way & )ames, J 998, 
from 1861 trials. Probably no p. 26. 
longer available. 
'Rosy Morn ' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
'Rotc Riesen ' Large flowered red strain. Way & James, 1998, 
Swiss seed firm Samen Mauser. p. S8. 
'Roundhay' No description available. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Fecher's 1rdyPiants. p. 153. 
'Rounclhayes Pink' No description available. Mews Cottage, 200S. 
'Roundway P glaber. John F. Phillips, APS Bull. No. 60-1, 
Snowflake' Devizes, Wiltshire, UK. 2001, p. 20. 
(APS Reg. #200 1) 2000 APS Registrar. 
'Roundway \AJhitc' No description available. Mews Cottage, 200S. 
'Roy Davidson' A pink form of I~ proccrus. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 130. 
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'Roy;1l Beauty' Grown by Mrs. Courly and APS Bull. No. 30, 19'71, 
Mrs. Breithaupt. It died for the p. 99. 
latter in 1960-61. Color like 
dark smoky glass----flowers 
huge, like J~ cobaco but sh<1ped 
as in 'Ruby King'. Crows like 
the latter, having larger leaves 
than '(;arnct'. Docs not flop 
and has a long blooming 
season. Lamb's, about 195'7. 
~---==---==--·-4====--================--~==========--====~1 
'Royal White' 
'Royalty' 
A synonym for 'White Beddcr'. Way & james, 1998, 
p. 130. 
Hybrid of unknown origin. 1993 APS Seed 
Fine, 30-inch stems full of Exchange List. 
deep, red-violet flowers. Late 
bloomer. Ellen \1\lilde 
arbitrarily called it 'Royalty' 
(APS #13 robin, Nov. I, 1994). 
Lynn Woods, Boulder, CO. 
-----------------~------------------------~------------------~1 
'Rubicunda' 
'Rubicundus' 
'Ruby' 
'Ruby Field' 
76 
Listed as <1 I~ !Jarbatus hybrid. 
Very large flowers. The picture 
would suggest that it is more 
like a large flowered European 
hybrid than a I~ borlmtus type. 
Very large white and red 
flowers. Not related toP. 
rubicundus. Released in 1906 
to 1908 period. 
A prostrate form of P 
new/Jenyi, 3-4 inches high and 
up to 12 inches across, but not 
quite a 'Keechclus Ruby' mat. 
Moderately gray leaves with 
flowers of bright red-purple. 
Index Hortensis lists as equal to 
'Schi'>enholzeri'. Roy Davidson. 
Listed on a website 
under Ankcrs Cartneri, 
2005. 
Way & James, 1998, 
p. 130. 
APS Bull. No. 21, 1962, 
p. 43. 
APS Bull. No. 30, 
19'11, p. 99. 
Comes in three different forms. Way & James, 1998, 
Release date(s) unknown. p. 130. 
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']l.uby Ccm ' A P /Jor/Jotus form or hybrid. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 'l. 
'Ruby Ciant' A hybrid of 1~ illlrlwegii x P APS Bull. No.6, 1 94R, 
colmco, featured by the Seattle p. 82. 
Arboretum. It was reported to 
have been patented by Malmo 
Nurseries of Seattle. 
'Ruby King ' A hybrid of J~ hortwc,~ii x P APS Bull. No.4, 194'7, 
co/J!Ica. Much the same as p. J3l. 
'l:ircbird' in color, but a little 
softer red. 1 las a white throat. 
Blooms until stopped by 
hard frost. 
'Ruby Red' A form of/~ new/Jerryi with a APS Bull. No. 30, 
rich deep red flower that came 19'71, p. 99. 
from the Boyrie garden. 
Several plants of this same 
color appeared as a seedling 
fi·om seed of the exchange 
from Mrs. Lentsch of Salem, 
OR. She had collected the 
seed at Mt. Lassen. Ralph 
Bennett's list. 
'Ruby Tuesday ' A form of P digitolis. 2004/05 RllS Plant 
Finder. 
'Ruby Wine' No description available. 200 l RllS Plant 
Finder. 
'Russian River ' Deep reddish violet flowers Way & )ames, 1998, 
and clark green foliage. Name p. 130. 
given by Alan Robinson in 
I 983 to a plant found in 
California in cultivation. 
'Ryder Hybrid' No description available. 1n APS Bull. No. 30, 
catalog of Ryder & Sons, 1971, p. 99. 
England. 
'Hyder Prize' "Many lovely shades." ln i\PS Bull. No. 30, 
catalog of Ryder & Sons, 19'71, p. 99. 
England. 
-- = 
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'Sally's Surprise' Probably a hybrid of J~ 2005 APS Seed 
barbatus/ P strictus or similar Exchange List. 
parentage from Sally Boyson's APS Bull. No. 65·2, p. 18 
garden in Denver. Mix of 
flower colors. 
'Salmon lc Sac' A lavender form of P APS Bull. No.4, 1947, 
fi-uticosus var. scoulcri with p. 132. 
narrow linear leaves having APS Bull. No. II, 
tiny and remote teeth. Also 1952, p. 78. 
reported as a hybrid between APS Bull. No. 8, 
P rupicola and P richrmlsonii. 1950,p.l8. 
APS Bull. No. 34, 
1975, p. 95. 
'San Juan' germplasm Selection of J~ angustijiJ!ius. APS Bull. No. 61-1, 
(APS Reg. #0103) E. R. Garner & M. Jespersen, 2002, p. 19. 
USDA Nat. Res. Cons. Ser. NM 200 l APS Registrar. 
Plant Mat. Center, Los 
Lunas,NM. 
'Santa Catarina' P clcvelandii? Tim Cass, La APS Bull. No. 61-l, 
(APS Reg. #01 02) Mesa, CA. ])ark purple stems. 2002, p.19. 
Purple pink flowers. 200 I. 2001 APS Registrar. 
'Santiam' A clone from a hybrid swarm APS Bull. No. 21, 
of J~ rupicola x 1~ davidsonii-- 1962, p. 42. 
a green mat, 2 inches high by 
12 inches or more broad-
f1owers pink or lilac. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Santiam Pass' A form of I~ .fi"uticosus. APS Bull. No. 30, 
197l,p.IOO. 
'Sapphire' No description available. 1 999 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Saskatoon Hybrids' A strain of Scharf's hybrids. APS Bull. No. 31, 
1972, p. 87. 
'Saskatoon Hybrids No description available. The 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Blue' Flower Border, Somerset, UK. Finder, p. 532. 
'Saskatoon Hybrids No description available. The 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Rose' Flower Border, Somerset, UK. Finder, p. 532. 
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'Saskatoon Hybrids No description available. The 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Violet' Flower Border, Somerset, UK. Finder, p. 532. 
'Scarlet Beauty I A form of P barbat.us, listed APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
by Lamb Nursery. p. 100. 
'Scarlet Bugler I Listed as the same as P APS Bull. No. 15, 
CCIII.rant.hifolius. 1956, p. 8. 
'Scarlet Fire ' No description available. 2001 RHS Plant Finder. 
'Scarlet Gem' Medium flowered hybrid Way & james, 1998, 
before 1861. No longer p. 26. 
available. 
'Scarlet Queen' A "Gloxinioides" type for sale APS Bull. No. 30, 
by Park Seed Co. Plant is 1971, p. 100. 
vigorous, erect, much 
branched at base, medium 
glossy green leaves, flower 
stems very stout and tinged 
with reddish bronze. 
Inflorescence is 18-20 inches 
long. Flowers are l Yl inches 
long and more than I inch 
wide with a red tube and 
white throat. 
'Scharf Hybrids' Developed by Alan Scharf at APS Bull. No. 31, 
Saskatoon, Canada. ('Prairie 1972, p. 71. 
Fire' x I~ cardin a lis F3) x 1~ 
cardinal is. Flower color 
includes shades of pink, red, 
purple and lavender. 
'Scharlachkoenigin' or A gentianoides type that came Way & james, 1998, 
'Scharlachk<inigan' to Ruby Breithaupt through p. 131. 
Francisca Darts from Ernst APS Bull. No. 30, 
Benary, Germany. Her plant 197l,p. 100. 
was a bright red with white 
throat. Introduced in 1932 and 
also known as 'Scarlet Queen'. 
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'Schiienholzeri' Glowing red flowers, long Way & )ames, 1998, 
also called lasting and very popular. p. 131. 
'Paul Schiicnholzer' Raised by Paul Schiienholzer, 
Switzerland. Introduced in 
1939. 'T'he variety commonly 
known as 'Fircbird'. 
'Schoenk Algeri' Crimson flower with white APS Bull. No. 40-2, 
throat. 1981, p. 33. 
'Schooley's Yellow ' Yellow form of I~ /)(Jrbatus HortScience, 1984, 
(APS Reg. #8302) collected by Gussie Schooley 19(3):458. 
and given to Dale Lindgren, 1983 APS Registrar. 
University of Nebraska-
Lincoln. This selection came 
hom a cross between yellow 
flowered seedlings. 
'Scotch Prize Strain' A hybrid of 1~ hartwegii APS Bull. No. 30, 
growing to l 1/2 feet high. A 1971, p. 100. 
magnificent large-flowered 
strain, embracing all shades of 
colors. The tubular bells last a 
long time in the garden. Long 
straight stems and good 
keeping qualities. More dwarf 
than other J~ hartwegii; 
consequently, it is a good 
border plant. Park Seed Co. 
'Seeba Hybrid' Believed to be cross of P. APS Bull. No.8, 
grandiflorus x .E 11111rrayanus. 1950, p. 49. 
Appeared in 1949 in Mrs. 
Seeba's garden as a plum 
colored J~ grandiflorus type. 
Seeds of this plant produced 
flowers of many colors. Will 
prosper where 1~ grandiflorus 
does. 
'Sensation' A form of"Gloxinioides", sold APS Bull. No.9, 1951, 
by Park Seed Co., 1959. p. 97. 
APS Bull. No. 38, 1979, 
p. 43. 
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'Sensation Hybrid A special form of the above APS Bull. No. 30, 
Rainbow ' made in 1959. Sensation type, 197l,p.IOO. 
but blooms arc larger, color 
range tremendously better. 
Stronger, deeper, brighter 
colors including red, rose, pink 
and lavender. Park Seed Co. 
r---
'Serpyllifolius' A form of P davidsoni i spp. APS Bull. No. 21, 
1nenziesii. A completely 1962, p. 42. 
procumbent mat, with 
minutely-toothed, leathery, 
dark green leaves. Bears a few 
large light purplish or lilac 
flowers. Leaves sea rcely 1 /16 
inch long, sometimes 1/8 
inch. Roy Davidson. 
'Shades of Mango ' A selection of P pinifolius lligh Country Gardens 
selected and sold by High Catalog, Santa Fe, NM. 
Country Gardens. 
'Sharon ' A Paradise Gardens selection. Paradise Gardens Rare 
Turquoise blossoms. Shiny Plant Nursery, 200 I 
green foliage 2-3 feet tall. catalog. 
'Shasta' A very robust, 12-15 inches APS Bull. No. 21, 
high by 2 feet across, erect P 1962, p. 46. 
newberryi that looks much 
like a J~ Ji'uticosus, but with 
broader leaves and f1owers of 
a bright rose pink. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Shell Pink' A P barlmtus form or hybrid. APS Bull. No. 15, 
1956, p. 7. 
'Shelly' A pink J~ fruticosus. Bruce APS Bull. No. 30, 
Meyers. 1971, p. 15. 
'Sherbourne Blue' No description available. 2004/05 lUIS Plant 
Finder. 
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'Sherrard Shell' Hybrid swarm of P. cardwellii APS Bull. No. 21, 
x P rupicola origin. A trailing 1962, p. 43. 
plant 2 inches or more high 
and running 15-18 inches, 
not rooting. Leaves lightly 
gray glaucous, of elegant 
form, flowers pink. From 
Sherrard Point, Larch Mt., 
OR. Roy Davidson. 
'Shockwave' Form of P heterophyllus. Unwins Seeds, 2005 
online website. 
'Shot Silk' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder, p. 532. 
Horticulture, Worccstershire, 
UK. 
'Shrawley' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Silverton'TM P linarioidcs var. co/oradocnsis. 2005 Plant Select 
Height 8-12 inches, full sun to Research website. 
partial shad e. 
'Sissinghurst Pink' A synonym for 'Evelyn'. Index Hortensis, 
1989, p. 383. 
Way & James, 1998, 
p. 132. 
'Six I-I ills Hybrid' A chance cross of P. rupicola APS Bull. No.4, 1947, 
and some unknown. Raised by p. 80. 
Mr. Elliott at the Six 1-:lills 
Nursery in Stevanage, 
England. Mr. Elliott guessed 
that it was a cross with P. 
fruticosus var. scouleri. 
Lavender flowers. Another 
form under this name has 
been in the trade, put out by 
Lamb, which is just a pure P 
rupicola of vigorous form and 
bright color. The latter is 3-4 
inches high, 8-10 inches wide, 
with pallid green, lightly 
glaucous leaves. Roy Davidson. 
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'Skylight Mix ' A form of P /Jarbatus. Way & James, 1998, 
Developed by the Pan p. 132. 
American Seed Co. 
'Skyline' Mixed bedding plant from Way & James, 1998, 
seed. South Africa. p. 60. 
'Skyline Mix ' Oflered in Suttons' catalog. APS Bull. No. 42-2, 
Dwarf bushy plants producing 1983, p. 43. 
a variety of Hower colors 
around the stem. Will bloom 
the first year if seed is planted 
early, 18-20 inches high. 
'Snoqualamie' A natural hybrid between I~ APS Bull. No. 20, 
(APS Reg. #5911) rupicola xI~ fruticosus. Like 1961, p. 94. 
I~ rupicola in foliage, with a 
gray cast, deep color and no 
windburn. Like I~ fruticosus in 
being a large plant, having 
leaves both narrow and long 
and flowers large. Padavich, 
1959. 
'Snoqualmie Blush' Flowers pure deep pink, APS Bull. No. 21, 
grown by Myrtle Hebert from 1962, p. 78. 
Davidson's collections. 
'Snoqualmie Hybrid' Not the clone registered as Ralph Bennett's list. 
'Snoqualamie'. A I~ fruticosus APS Bull. No. 30, 
xI~ rupicola segregate with Dec. 1971, p. 101. 
erect habit, short green leaves 
and rose lilac Howers. Prolific 
and very easy to propagate. 
'Snowflake' A Bruce Meyers' introduction APS Bull. No. 29, 
of E subserratus var. albus. 1970, p. 56. 
'Snowf1akc' A form of I~ barbatus. And Way & James, 1998, 
also a synonym for 'White p. 132. 
Bedder'. Eric Horton, England. 
'Snowstorm' A synonym for 'White Bedder'. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 132. 
'Son of Raven' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
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'Sour (;rapes' There is much confusion on W<1Y & jmncs, 1998, 
the true cultivar with this pp. 132- L\3. 
name because there arc three 
types listed by Way and james. 
The earliest descriptions list it 
as metallic blue to mauve color. 
--
'Southcombe Pink' Pink cerise flower color. From Way & James, 1998, 
Pershorc College of p. 133. 
llorticulture, vVorccstcrshirc, 
UK, 1994. 
'Southcombe Pink' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
j. Bradshaw, 1910. 
'Southgate (;em ' A hmn of J~ gcntionoidcs. Also AI'S Bull. No. 15, 
reported as a cross bet ween 1956, p. 8. 
'Newbury Gem ' and P Way & )ames, I 99H, 
hortwcgii. ). Bradshaw before p. 133. 
1910. 
'Souvenir d'Adrim1 Deep pink flowers with Way & james, 1998, 
Regnier ' marked throats. From France, p. J 34. 
1940s. 
'Souvenir d'J\ndre Bright red flowers. Eastgrovc Way & )ames, 199H, 
'lbrres ' Garden Nursery, 19il5. p. 134. 
'Species RLB' ;\ cultivar ofthe 'Hidcote Way & )ames, 199il, 
Pink' type. Chance seedling pp. 113, 134. 
f()Und by Roger Bennett, 
England, in 19HO. 
'Sperlings Sonnerie' No description avaihlblc. Susan (;rayer, Rl IS. 
--
'St<1plcford Ccm ' Listed as a P co!Joca x P. APS Bull. No. 38-2, 
l111rtwcgii hybrid. Forbes, 1979, p. 30. 
1930. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Stapleton Cem' Listed as "better known as AI'S Bull. No. :12-1, 
'Sour Crapcs'". (Could this 1992, p. ll. 
also be known <1S 'Staplcford 
Cem'?). 
'Starker's Blue' Apparently a hybrid of J~ J\PS Bull. No. 30, 
fhiticoms xI~ mpicola origin. 1971,p.I01. 
A low mound of dark green 
leaves and rosy lilac flowers in 
profusion. Starker. 
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-
'Strawberry Fizz' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Strawberry lee' Description unknown. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Introduced by nursery firm pp. 60, 153. 
Malon Seuns located in 
Pictermaritz, South Africa. 
'Stevens Pass' A form of I~ fi'uticosus, APS Bull. No. 1 & 2, 
mentioned in bulletins up to 1946, p. 37. 
1950. 
'Stevens Pass Hybrid' This may or may not be the APS Bull. No. 21, 
same as the preceding. A 1962, p. 45. 
vigorous low mound that 
soon makes a much branched, 
deep carpet of small, oblong, 
toothed leaves of very pleasing 
texture. Flowers arc pale 
lavender. Roy Davidson. 
'Stromboli' 'Yaboli' A Volcano series release by 2004/05 RHS Plant 
A. T. Yates & Son of Finder. 
Congleton, Cheshire, UK. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Mauve flowers with white 
center. 24~30 inches tall. 
'Sulphurasacens ' No description available. Index Hortensis, 
1989, p. 383. 
'Sunburst Ruby' 'Mexicali type', 16 inches tall, Perennial Plants 
ruby~ red blossoms. )elitto Journal, Autumn 
Perennial Seeds. 2005, p. 31. 
'Super Sub' Bruce Meyers' introduction APS Bull. No. 29, 
of J~ subserratus with yellow 1970, p. 56. 
and peach f1owers. APS Bull. No. 57~1, 
1998, p. 3. 
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'Superbus Hybrid' A chance seedling occurring Betty Davenport. 
in Betty Davenport's Yuma, 
AZ, garden. P superbus 
crossed with an unknown. 
Deep rose flowers borne on a 
non-secund inflorescence. 
The flower stalk has good 
substance, foliage very similar 
to P superbus, rosette has side 
shoots coming from 
underroots. Plant is sturdier 
than 1~ superbus. 
'Susan' A pale pink and white cultivar Way & )ames, 1998, 
grown in Australia and New p. 134. 
Zealand. Listed as similar to 
'Thorn ' and as a synonym 
for 'Osprey'. 
'Susie's Blue' No description available. 2006 RHS Online 
Plant Finder. 
'Sutton' A London, England, company Suttons Seeds. 
offers this variety in their 
1988 catalog. A large flowered 
mix, height to 2 feet. 
'Sutton's Hybrid' A form of P glaber? No APS Bull. No. 9, 1951, 
description available. p. 8. 
'Sutton's Large A seed strain introduced by Way & James, 1998, 
Flowered' Suttons Seeds in the late p. 134. 
1880s. 
'Sutton's Pink A compact bush with shiny )oy Creek Nursery 
Bedder' green foliage. Medium sized Catalog, 1999. 
flowers of clear pink with Mews Cottage, 2005. 
unmarked white throats. 2.5 
feet x 2.5 feet. Suttons Seeds. 
'Swan Lake' No description available. APS Seed Fund 
Nickolson, Austria. Questionnaire, 1990. 
'Sweet Chiffon' Probably a P barbatus hybrid. Personal 
No written source found. communication. 
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'Sweet Grapes' Spikes of large purple flowers. 'Terra Nova Nurseries. 
Plant mounding, 13 inches tall website: 
by 18 inches wide. www. terranovanur 
series.com. 
'Sweet Lips' Listed as a form of P barbatus. Gardensgreen, 2005 
online catalog. 
'Sylvia Buss' Low growing. Mid-blue RHS Thais, 1991-1993. 
mauve Howers in dense spikes. 
''H1kedana' From Scottish Rock Garden No source could be 
Club 197 4-75 seed list, I~ verified. 
/Jarbatus derivation. 
''H1ll Bicolor 30 inches tall. Rich bicolored Thompson & Morgan, 
Sensation Mixed' with lobes pink or red and 2005 online catalog. 
white throat. 
'Tall Pink' An unnamed selection 1991 RHS 11-ials. 
designation as Tall Pink in the Way & James, 1998, 
1991 RHS Trials. Now called p. 138. 
'Welsh Dawn'. 
''Hmgerine Select' A selection of P pimjiJlius by APS Bull. No. 54-1, 
Grahame Ware, 1994. 1955, p. 26. 
''llwensis' Bright rose-red Howers. Like Way & James, 1998, 
1~ isophyllus. p. 135. 
'Tayberry Ice' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
Perhill Nurseries. 
''lcnaya' A form of P newberryi about APS Bull. No. 21, 1962, 
4-6 inches high and 12 inches p. 44. 
across. Leaves lightly glaucous, 
pallid green. Flowers glowing 
red. Roy Davidson. 
''lcnnant' A form of 1~ newbenyi or APS Bull. No. 21, 
1~ davidsonii, about 4-6 inches 1962, p. 45. 
high and 12 inches across. 
Flowers quite blue in effect. 
Roy Davidson. 
''lcton Pass' No description available. APS Bull. No. 30, 
Probably a selection of 1~ 1971, p. I 0 I. 
procerus collected at 1Cton 
Pass. Listed by Upton. 
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Texas Rose A name applied to 1~ wrightii. Ralph Bennett's list. 
APS Bull. No. 30, 
Dec., 1971,p. 101. 
'That una ' A P fruticosus form with APS Bull. No. 21, 
inflorescence often compound, 1962, p. 46. 
so that one gets three times the 
usual number of pale lavender 
flowers. Roy Davidson. 
'The Bishop' Listed as a large light purple APS Bull. No. 30, 
flowered hybrid. Sudell of 1971,p.92. 
London, 1958. 
''T'he juggler' Mauve and white flowers. Way & )ames, 1998, 
Introduced in 1998 by p. 135. 
Pro culture Plants. Found in 
1994 by Mrs. Hazel Evans. 
''T'horn' Some confusion with this joy Creek Nursery 
name. Coral pink on the outer Catalog, 1996. 
lip and lightly staining the Way & )ames, 1998, 
inner lip of large white p. 138. 
flowers. Broad foliage. 
Introduced about 1987. 
'Thorn Cross' No description available. 2002 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Threave Pink' Reddish purple flowers. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 138. 
'Threave White' No description available. Way & James, 1998, 
1991 RHS Plant Finder. p. 153. 
'Thundercloud' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder, p. 533. 
l1orticulture, Worcestcrshire, 
UK. 
'Thurman's Form' A P cardwel/ii form. More APS BulL No. 21, 
robust than most plants. 1962, p. 46. 
Leaves deep green, flowers a 
good blue purple. This is 
also referred to by some as 
a J~ rupicola type. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Tiemn's Hybrids' No description available. APS Bull. No. 34, 
1975, p. 59. 
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'Tiger Belle Coral' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Tiger Belle Rose ' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Tiny jewels' No description available. APS Bull. No. 43-1, 
1984, p. 12. 
'Tiny Tim' A miniature form of P. APS Bull. No. 30, 
(APS Reg. #650 1) hirsut11S that appeared in the 1971, p. 101. 
garden of Grace Dowbridge in 1965 APS Registrar. 
1965. It is about 2 inches high 
with violet-purple flowers. 
"Tolmiei Peak' 1~ davidsonii. Exceptionally APS Bull. No. 53-1, 
compact form with lavender 1993, p. 3. 
blooms. Introduced by Don 
King, Seattle, WA., Rick Lupp. 
'Tbrbay Gem' Believed to be a misnomer for Way & james, 1998, 
'Tbrquay Gem'. p. 138. 
''lbrey ' A 1~ barbatus form with j. Van Hoorn Nurseries, 
bright red tubular flowers on Inc. Catalog, 1993. 
erect stems. 
'Torquay Gem ' Narrow tube. Lobes deep Way & james, 1998, 
rose-red and white throat. p. 138. 
1988 RHS Plant Finder. 
"Torre ' A P barbcllus clone. APS Bull. No. 43-1, 
1984, p. 12. 
'Trailblazer' No description available. Personal 
communication. 
''T'rue Blue' A form of P heterophyllus. APS Bull. No. 21, 
Bears linear to lance-shaped, 1962, p. 35. 
pale green leaves. Funnel- Way & james, 1998, 
shaped, pure blue flowers are p. 73. 
borne on short side-shoots 
in summer. 
'True Sour Grapes' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
See 'Sour Grapes'. Finder, p. 533. 
'Tubular Bells Mixed' 24 inches tall. Rose-pink with Thompson & Morgan, 
dark and white stripe marks. 2005 online catalog. 
'Tubular Bells Rose' E hartwegii. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
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'Tubular Red Bells' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Twinkle Toes' No description available. 2003 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Utah Hybrids' See description under 
'Utah State'. 
'Utah State' Vigorous growers with thick APS Bull. No. 41-2, 
erect stems. The flowers arc a 1982, p. 68. 
beautiful reddish-purple 
resembling the flower shape 
of P. strictus. Suspect there is 
some I~ strict us in them. 
Known also as the 'Pollard 
Hybrids' as they were 
developed by Dr. Leonard 
Pollard of Utah State. 
'Vaughan Dwarf' No description available. APS Bull. No. 42-2, 
1983, p. 43. 
Venus A general name for P 
venustus. 
'Vera' No description available. 2005/06 RHS Plant 
Pershore College of Finder, p. 533. 
Horticulture, Worcestershire, 
UK. 
'Veronica' A small, closely packed mat of APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
twiggy branches and tiny, p. 102. 
deeply toothed yellow-green 
leaves that become bronzy 
in summer, with a narrow 
brown margin. Rose-purple 
flowers are profuse, 
smothering the plant. Roy 
Davidson. 
'Vesuvius' 'Yasius' A Volcano series release by Way & james, 1998, 
A. T. Yates & Son of p. 138. 
Congleton, Cheshire, UK, in 2005/06 RHS Plant 
1998. Deep mauve flower Finder, p. 533. 
color with white throat. Bred 
for large pot culture. 2-2 1/z 
feet tall. 
'Victoria Plum' No description available. Susan Grayer, IU1S. 
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'Victorian Mixed' I~ /Jarbatus form. Unwins Seeds, 2005 
online catalog. 
'Victory ' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
'Videt' No description available. APS Bull. No. 51-1, 
Reported by Connie Marsch, 1992, p. 21. 
Sunnyside, WA. 
'Vichmeyer Hybrids' No description available. APS Bull. No. 31, 
May not be a true name. 1972, p. 48. 
'Violet Beauty' or A name given by Ralph APS Bull. No. I 0, 
'Violet Flathead Lake' Bennett to an apparent hybrid 1951, p. 28. 
of 'Flathead Lake' with 
something else. Tall, erect 
plant with rich violet blue 
flowers of shark's head shape. 
'Violet Dusk' Rosy lavender blooms. 24 Burpee, 2004 online 
inches tall. Zones 6-9. catalog. Unwins Seeds, 
Reported asP. smallii. online catalog. 
'Violet Kissed' Purple violet lips and snow Joy Creek Nursery, 2000 
white throats. catalog, p. 48. 
'Violet Queen' Plant similar to P. barbatus in APS Bull. No. 15, 
everything except flower 1956, p. 8. 
color, which is a vivid violet. 1977 APS Seed 
Origin unknown but goes Exchange List. 
back before 1945. Usually 
short-lived. Might be the same 
as 'Violet Beauty'. Also listed 
as I~ hirsutus. 
'Vulcain' A release by Victor Lemoine Way & James, 1998, 
with large red flowers. 1860s. p. 56. 
No longer available. 
'Walker Ridge' A 1~ heterophyllus form. Way & )ames, 1998, 
p. 73. 
'Waller Hybrid' The color range is wide and APS Bull. No. 27, 
plants are striking. Flower is 1968, p. 14. 
large. Brought to the 1968 
Northwest meeting by Faith 
Mackaness. 
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'Wallowa' A form of P _fi-uticosus from APS Bull. No. 21, 
(Wallowensis) the Wallowa Mountains. Very 1962, p. 43. 
neat mounds 6-8 inches high 
and a foot or more across. 
Leaves only 1/2 inch long and 
the whole plant appearing 
like 1~ ji'rtticosus var. scoulcri 
but of an entirely different 
texture in the lack of leaf 
serration. Usual I~ _fi-uticosus 
flowers, on short stems. Nice 
and rather formal appearing. 
Roy Davidson. 
'Walnut Canyon ' A form of P linarioides fi'om APS Bull. No. 47-1, 
Fjellgarden Nursery in 1988, p. 19. 
Arizona. 
'\Alar Axe' P grandiflorus. Special strain Bluebird Nursery Inc. 
with wide color range, Catalog, 1993, p. 57. 
including pinks, maroon, reds. APS Bull. No. 60-l, 
purples. Bluebird Nursery 2001' p. 11. 
Inc., 1993. 
'Watkin's Form' A form of 1~ davidsonii var. APS Bull. No. 21, 
1nenziesii sent out by Borsh. 1962, p. 43. 
Very neat habit, bearing a 
liberal profusion of larger, 
deeper lavender blue flowers. 
Roy Davidson. 
'\A/ax Works' I~ cardwellii 'John Bacher' x APS Bull. No. 49-1, 
(I~ davidsonii var. rnenziesii 1990, p. 9. 
'Albus' x P cardwellii 'John 
Bacher') with wax-thickened, 
shiny, deep green leaves and 
bright lavender-purple flowers. 
'Weald Beacon' Mentioned by Hills as a hybrid APS Bull. No. 14-2, 
with P. rupicola blood, dwarf, 1955, p. 308. 
hardy, free blooming in June APS Bull. No. 30, 
and July, no taller than 3 inches. 1971, p. 102. 
However, mentioned in our 
bulletins as a 1~ newberryi. 
'Welsh Dawn' Appears to be identical to Way & }ames, 1998, 
'Devonshire Cream' .Identified p. 138. 
as 'Tall Pink' in 1991 RHS 
trials. 
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'Western Desert' No description available. Le Jardin de Beatrice, 
2005 website: 
jardiniere.net. 
'Western Glow ' Has very light red blossoms, APS Bull. No. 6, Fall, 
shaped like P imberbis, but 1948, p. 36. 
longer and slimmer. It was 
reported to have bloomed in 
early july and lasted a long 
time. Probably P. barbat.us. 
'Westlander ' A hardy hybrid with strong APS Bull. No. 27, 
pink f1owers on erect 18-inch 1968, p. 17. 
spikes. Blooms in late june 
and early july. Alan Scharf. 
'Whigley ' No description available. Way & )ames, 1 998, 
France. p. 153. 
'Whippet' No description available. Way & )ames, 1998, 
France. p. 153. 
'White Bedder' Clear white flowers. 18 inches Way & )ames, 1998, 
tall. Blooms )ul-Sep. p. 139. 
Introduced by Forbes in 1912. 
'White Fairy' A somewhat dwarf P. digitalis APS Bull. No. 15, 
(APS Reg. #5916) subspecies or variety, existing 1956, p. 7. 
in the wild, 12-18 inches high. 1959 APS Registrar. 
Leaves smaller and narrower 
than typical. Flowers almost 
the maximum size of the 
species and pure white. Not 
true from seed. Ralph Bennett. 
'White Knight' Selection from 68-28A, 'Rosey' APS Bull. No. 43-1, 
x P. rupicola 'Albus'. Slightly 1984, p. 14. 
taller, less prone to leaf Arrowhead Alpines, 
browning. Large clear white 2005. 
f1owers and the typical gray 1972 APS Seed 
green foliage of P. rupicola. Exchange List. 
Bruce Meyers. 
'White Pass' 1~ fruticosus. A compact APS Bull. No. 53-1, 
floriferous, white-flowered 1993, p. 4. 
form found growing in the 
area of White Pass, WA. 
Rick Lupp. 
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'White Princess' Similar to 'White Queen' but APS Bull. No. 30, 1971, 
(APS Reg. #5918) shorter and with smaller p. 102. 
flowers. Ralph Bennett, 1959. 1959 APS Registrar. 
'White Queen ' A form of P digitalis with APS Bull. No. 15, 
(APS Reg. #5913) both plant and flowers of 1956, p. 7. 
maximum size, pure white all 1959 APS Registrar. 
over and no guidelines. 
Ralph Bennett, 1959. 
'Whitethroat' Used with two different Way & james, 1998, 
cultivars. Pink or purple p. 139. 
flowers with conspicuous 
white throat. 'Ron Sidwell' 
form. I 960s. 
'Whitley' Abbreviated name for 'Little Way & James, 1989, 
Whitley'. p. 118. 
'Wilbur Wright' Tbpical novelty fi·mn Way & James, 1998, 
Lemonie in France. No p. 57. 
longer available. 
'Wild Pink Listed asP pnlmeri. Unsure Jackson & Perkins Co. 
Snapdragon ' if this is a cultivar name or a website: 
common name for the species. www.jacksonand 
perkins. com. 
'William Kelway' A red and white flowered New Illustrated 
bedding type. Encyclopedia of 
Gardening, 1960, p. 147. 
'Willowburn Mixed' Pinks, purples, lavenders, Willowburn Seeds, 
blues. 20-24 inches tall. 2005 online website. 
'Willy's ('Willeys') Similar to 'Purple Passion' Way & James, 1998, 
Purple' but much taller. Found in an p. 139. 
old garden in Scone, Australia. 
'Winder Pearl' No description available. Susan Grayer, RHS. 
'Windsor Red' Tubular red flowers. Way & James, 1998, 
p. 139. 
'Wine Kissed' Intense wine-red lips Joy Creek Nursery 
surrounding a white throat. Catalog, 1999. 
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'\!Vinter Frost' Gnarled shrublets with Arrowhead Alpines, 
powdery glaucous foliage 1999,2005. 
and large pink flowers. 
'Wisley Flame' A form of P pini(olius. AGM The Royal 
Award. A small compact Horticultural Society. 
cultivar with orange-red 
flowers. 
'Wisley Pink' Pink with darker streaking joy Creek Nursery 
in the throat. 21/2-3 inches. Catalog, 1996. 
Zones 7-9. 
'Wisley Red' No description available. Mews Cottage, 2005. 
'Wisley Rose ' No description available. Le Jardin de Beatrice, 
2005 website: 
jardiniere.net. 
'Wolf Pack' P barbatus open pollinated. Listed in the 1972 
APS Seed Exchange 
List by Shirley 
Backman. 
'Woodpecker ' No description available. 2004/05 RHS Plant 
Finder. 
'Yaboli' Same as 'Stromboli'. 
'Yajaro' Same as 'Kilimanjaro'. 
'Yapbred' Same as 'Patio Bells Red'. 
'Yasius ' Same as 'Vesuvius'. 
'Yatna' Same as 'Etna '. 
'Yayama' Same as 'Fujiyama'. 
1Zazar A form of P fi'uticosus var. APS Bull. No. 21, 
serratus selected for its tri- 1962, p. 44. 
color effect. The leaves about 
half-and-half pale yellow and 
green, with brown margins 
and petioles, the blades 
deeply serrated. Roy 
Davidson. 
'ZUriblau' Form of 1~ heterophyllus. Way & james, 1998, 
Same as 'Blue of Zurich'. pp. 73, 139. 
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Cultivar Description Source of Information 
'Ziirichblau' Synonym of 'Ziiriblau'. B & T Way & James, 1998, 
World Seeds lists it as p. 139. 
1~ barbatlls. B & T World Seeds, 
2005 online site. 
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Appendix 1 
List of Sources/References 
Books/Bulletins/Miscellaneous References 
American Nurseryman Magazine. Chicago, Illinois 60602-2904. 
Bulletin of the Alpine Garden Society. Surrey, England. 
Bulletins of the American Penstemon Society. Denver, Colorado 80220. 
Herbaceous Borders. 1938. Richard Sudell. London, England. 
}IortScience. 113 South West Street, Suite 400, Alexandria, Virginia 22314. 
Hortuslii. 1976, revised 1997. Liberty Hyde Bailey Hortorium, 3rd ed., 
Macmillan, New York. 
Index Hortensis. Vol. 1: Perennials. Quarterjack Publishing, Wimborne, 
United Kingdom. 
International Hardy Plant Union. Windisch, Switzerland. 
Lindgren, Dale and Ellen Wilde. 2003. Growing Penstemons: Species, 
Cultivars and Hybrids. lnfinitypublishing.com. 
New Illustrated Encyclopedia of Gardening. 1960. Vol. 8, T.H. Everett, Director 
of the New York Botanical Garden, Graystone Press. 
Perennial Plants Journal. Perennial Plant Association, Hilliard, Ohio. 
Rangelands. 1839 York Street, Denver, Colorado 80206. 
RHS Plant Finder. London, England (hard copy and online website). 
Selecting, Growing and Combining Outstanding Perennials. 2003. Jackson and 
Perkins. 
Way, David and Peter James. 1998. The Gardener's Guide to Growing 
Penstemons. Timber Press, Portland, Oregon. 
Catalogs 
Alplains Nursery. Kiowa, Colorado 80117. 
Ankers Gartneri (Nursery) Ltd. Denmark. 
Anderson Valley Nursery. Booneville, California 95415. 
Annie's Annuals. Richmond, California 94801. 
Arrowhead Alpines. Fowlerville, Michigan 48836. 
B and T World Seeds. Aigues-Vives, France. 
Ball Horticultural Company. West Chicago, Illinois 60185-2698. 
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Bernwode Plants. Buckinghamshire, England. 
Bluebird Nursery Inc. Clarkson, Nebraska 68629. 
Bosky Dell Natives. West Linn, Oregon 97063. 
Burpee (W. Atlee Burpee & Co.). Warminster, Pennsylvania 18991. 
Chiltern Seeds. Cumbria, England. 
Colorado Alpines, Inc. Edwards, Colorado 81632. 
Croftway Nurseries. Barnham, West Sussex, England. 
El Nativo Growers, Inc. Azusa, California 91702. 
Ernst Be nary of America, Inc. Sycamore, Illinois 60178. 
Fairweather Gardens. Greenwich, New Jersey 08323. 
Garden Plants Nursery. Dover, Kent, England. 
Gardensgreen. Auburn, Georgia 30011. 
GardenGuides.com. 
Greensgarden.com. 
Head Start Nursery. Gilroy, California 95020. 
High Country Gardens. Santa Fe, New Mexico 87507. 
Hopleys Plants. Hertfordshire, England. 
Interstate Nurseries. Hamburg, Iowa 51640. 
Kevock Gardens. Lasswade, Midlothian, Scotland. 
J. Van Hoorn Nurseries, Inc. Island Lake, Illinois 60042. 
Jackson and Perkins Co. Medford, Oregon 97501. 
Joy Creek Nursery. Scappoose, Oregon 97056. 
Judy's Perennials. San Marcos, California 92069. 
Lamb's Nursery. Spokane, Washington 99210. 
Las Pilitas Nursery. Santa Margarita, California 93453. 
Le Jardin de Beatrice at jardiniere.net. 
Mt. Tahoma Nursery. Graham, Washington 98388. 
Milaegers Gardens. Racine, Wisconsin 53402. 
Mountain States Wholesale Nursery. Glendale, Arizona 85307. 
Morning Glory Farms. 4224 Village Road, Stanwood, Washington 98292. 
Morningsun Herb Farm. Vacaville, California 95656. 
Nicky's Seeds. Kent, England. 
Oregon 'I'rail Gardens. Boring, Oregon 97009. 
Paradise Gardens Rare Plant Nursery. Bonners Ferry, Idaho 83805. 
Park Seed Co. Greenwood, South Carolina 29647. 
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plants Delights Nursery. Raleigh, North Carolina 27603. 
Saxton & Wilson Nursery. Maplewood, Oregon 97454. 
Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery. Medford, Oregon 97501. 
Smithfield Gardens. Suffolk, Virginia 23433. 
Specialty Perennials website. Apple Valley, Minnesota 55124. 
Sud ell of London. 
Suncrest Nurseries. Watsonville, California 95076. 
Sunny Border Nurseries, Inc. Jefferson, Ohio 44047. 
Sunscapes Rare Plant Nursery. Pueblo, Colorado 81004. 
Suttons Seeds. Devon, United Kingdom. 
Terra Ntwa Nurseries. Canby, Oregon 97013. 
Thompson and Morgan Seed Company. Ipswick, England. 
Unwins Seeds. Leicester, United Kingdom. 
Willowburn Seed. Mosgiel, New Zealand. 
Individuals Listed as Sources of Information (column 3 in text) 
Many people have contributed to developing and releasing Penstemon 
cultivars. Because of the lengthy list, the only names listed in this publication 
are those who were included as a source of information. Many other 
individuals have also named and released Penstemon cultivars/hybrids 
and have contributed to cultivar development. For more information on 
these individuals, please consult past issues of the Bulletin of the American 
Penstemon Society. 
Backman, Shirley. 1335 Hoge Road, Reno, Nevada 89503. 
Bennett, Ralph. Founder and long-time bulletin editor of the APS (deceased). 
Davenport, Betty. 21624 12lst Street Court East, Sumner, Washington 98390. 
Grower of many species. Studied Penstemon in native habitat. 
Davidson, Roy. Long-time member of the APS and other plant societies 
(deceased). 
Goertzen, Jack. 8407 Raintree Avenue, Riverside, California 92504. Grower of 
many species and hybrids. Studied many species in their native habitat. 
Grayer, Susan. Herbarium Research Assistant -· Standards. The Herbarium, 
RHS Garden, Wisley, Woking, Surrey GU23 6QB, England. 
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Maffitt, Ginny. 265 Sunset Blvd., Sherwood, Oregon 97140. 
Mews Cottage, Jill and Peter Pitman. 34 Easton Street, Portland, Dorset DT5 
1 BT United Kingdom. 
Meyers, Bruce. White Salmon, Washington (deceased). 
Parsons, Louise. 1915 SE Stone Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97333-1832. 
Wilde, Ellen. 110 Calle Pinonero, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505. 
Woods, Lynn. Boulder, Colorado. 
Miscellaneous Sources 
APS (American Penstemon Society): International Cultivar Registration 
Authority for Penstemon, C/0 Dr. Dale Lindgren, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, West Central Research and Extension Center, 461 
West University Drive, North Platte, Nebraska 691 0 l. 
American Pen stem on Society (APS) Seed Exchange: Every year the APS has 
a seed exchange program in which each member can exchange seed with 
other members. Names of Penstemon often appear on the annual list that 
are new names. 
APS Seed Fund Questionnaire (1990): APS Seed Fund, C/0 Ellen Wilde, 110 
Calle Pinonero, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505. 
Clive Nichols Garden Pictures. website: www.clivenichols.com. 
National Council for the Conservation of Plants and Gardens. London, 
England. 
North American Rock Garden Society (NARGS) Seed Exchange. Millwood, 
New York l 0546 
Ornamental Plant Cultivars in Australia. website: www.plantcultivar.info/ 
descriptions. 
Plant Select Program. A Colorado-based plant introduction program. 
Renee's Garden. Felton, Calif~wnia 95018. 
The Royal Horticultural Society. London, England. 
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Appendix2 
List of APS Registered Cultivars 
Registration 
Number Name 
5801 'Prairie Fire' 
5910 'Holly' 
5911 'Snoqualmie' 
5912 'Kittitas' 
5913 'White Queen' 
5914 'Rose Queen' 
5915 'Lavender Queen' 
5916 'White Fairy' 
5917 'Little Chunky' 
5918 'White Princess' 
5919 'Dainty Violet' 
5920 'Peacock' 
5921 'Princess Rose' 
6001 'Lena Seeba' 
6101 'Prairie Dusk' 
6103 'John Bacher' 
6201 'Pat' 
6202 'Flora Johnson' 
6501 'Tiny Tim' 
6502 'Minnie' 
6901 'Mesa' 
6902 'Arroyo' 
6903 'Prairie Dawn' 
7701 'Crystal' 
8301 'Husker Red' 
8302 'Schooley's Yellow' 
8501 'Floyd McMullen' 
9001 'Prairie Snow' 
9101 'Brnce Alexander' 
9201 'Purple Haze' 
9202 'Floyd's Fairest' 
9301 'Prairie Splendor' 
9401 'Connie's Pink' 
9701 'Jean Grace' 
9801 'Prairie Palette' 
9901 'Mango' 
9902 'Gilchrist' 
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9903 'John Spedan Lewis' 
2001 'Roundway Snowflake' 
2002 'Pensham Arctic Sunset' 
2003 'Pensham Avonbelle' 
2004 'Pensham Barbara Dixon' 
2005 'Pensham Bow Bells' 
2006 'Pensham Capricorn Moon' 
2007 'Pensham Cardinal' 
2008 'Pensham Celebration' 
2009 'Pensham Charles Romer' 
2010 'Pensham Claret' 
2011 'Pensham Daybreak' 
2012 'Pensham The Dean's Damson' 
2013 'Pensham Dorothy Wilson' 
2014 'Pensham Fields' 
2015 'Pensham Freshwater Pearl' 
2016 'Pensham Great Expectations' 
2017 'Pensham Just Jayne' 
2018 'Pensham Malvern Springs' 
2019 'Pensham Marjorie Lewis' 
2020 'Pensham Mischief' 
2021 'Pensham Miss Wilson' 
2022 'Pensham Petticoat' 
2023 'Pensham Plum Dandy' 
2024 'Pensham Plum Jerkum' 
2025 'Pensham Prolific' 
2026 'Pensham Son of Raven' 
2027 'Pensham St. James' 
2028 'Pensham Tiger Belle Coral' 
2029 'Pensham Tiger Belle Rose' 
2030· 'Pensham Twilight' 
2031 'Pensham Victoria Plum' 
2032 'Pensham Wedding Bells' 
2033 'James Bowden' 
0101 'Pink Dawn' 
0102 'Santa Catarina' 
0103 'San Juan' germplasm 
0201 'Froggery Cottage' 
0301 'Old Works' germplasm 
0401 'Kate Gilchrist' 
0402 'Breakleys Blue' 
0501 'Crac's Delight' 
0502 'R. J. Mitchel' 
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Appendix3 
New Cultivar Registration Procedures 
Anyone (professional or amateur) wishing to register a new Penstemon 
selection as a cultivar should contact Dr. Dale T. Lindgren, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln West Central Research and Extension Center, 461 West 
University Drive, North Platte, Nebraska 691 01, for registration forms. 
Information requested on the form includes the origin, methocl(s) of 
propagation, cultural requirements and a description of the proposed 
cultivar. The need for registering a new cultivar is essential for maintaining 
accurate records/descriptions and to avoid duplication and confusion in 
nomenclature. 
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